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ABSTRACT
Radiology departments are implementing conversion from the use of hard copy
film in favor of digital imaging. New digital acquisition techniques are increasing the
efficacy of radiological imaging.

The outputs of new modalities such as magnetic

resonance (MR) and computed tomography (CT) are digital. They both involve gathering
information that allows reconstructing cross sectional projections of internal structures
and displaying them as digital images. Other technologies, e.g., computed radiography
(CR), can provide digital radiographic data that replaces analog projection radiography.
To date, the processed digital data is still transferred to film

to provide a typical

radiographic film in appearance. The film is presented to the doctor for diagnostic
review.

The research in this dissertation is concerned with making a film-less

department. It specifically addresses problems in presenting CR images to the physician.
The goal of this research is to create a computer recognition algorithm that will
automatically recognize the orientation and discriminate between the lateral and
posteroanterior view of digital chest radiographic images.

The algorithm maintains

91.9% accuracy rate. The recognition takes 0.15 seconds per image.
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1

CONVERTING FROM CONVENTIONAL TO DIGITAL
RADIOLOGY

Radiology departments are implementing conversion from the use of hard copy
film in favor of digital imaging. New detection methods are increasing the efficacy of
radiological imaging. In the early I970's, Dr. Paul Capp introduced the term "digital
radiology" and foresaw the emergence of the digital radiology department using what has
become known as a picture archiving and communications system (PACS). There was
general concern about the inefficiencies in the conventional department, and limited use
of innovative technology to benefit health care. Access to digital data has the potential
for improved diagnosis while simultaneously reducing patient exposure to X rays. The
development of an effective PACS can produce a more efficient radiology department
(Capp, 1981). In order to comprehend the impact of the embodied research, it is essential
to understand the differences between the operation of the conventional radiology
department and the digital radiology department using a PACS.
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1.1

Conventional Radiology Department

In the analog hard copy department, a typical patient examination proceeds as
follows.

A technician makes an X-ray exposure using film or intensifier screen/film

combination. The intensifier screen helps expose the film by creating light photons that
expose the film. This has the benefit of reducing the patient radiation dose, but at the cost
of film resolution (Hendee, 1979). The exposure must be done carefully. There is small
latitude between overexposure and underexposure. If the film does not have diagnostic
quality, another X-ray exposure must be taken making the patient susceptible to
additional radiation. The film is then developed in a film processor. Since the film
processor is an expensive piece of equipment to purchase and operate, only a few exist in
each department. The processors are centrally located and shared between different
procedure rooms. The technician must develop the film in the shared developer and not
lose track of it. The developing takes 45 seconds on the fast processors and 90 seconds
on the slow processors.

The film

and appropriate accompanying paper records are

forwarded to the film library. A film librarian takes the film and places it on the giant
display box called an alternator and sets it up for review by a radiologist (see Figure 1.1).
The radiologist uses the alternator to swiftly review cases. As the giant display box
rotates X-ray images past the reviewer, he/she dictates reports that are later typed. The
reports contain the radiologist's findings and are presented to the patient's physician. The
film librarian retrieves the film and files it with the findings in the library. The patient
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information is retained in the library for five years, In the case of pediatrics the time limit
is extended until the patient becomes of legal age.

Figure 1.1 A radiologist using an alternator. He is able to review a large number of
patient cases. Several X rays are able to fit on each row. The fllm librarian sets up
the most recent cases in close proximity to simplify image comparison.
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Figure 1.2

Transcription

ZH

Results to
Referring Physician

Schematic diagram tracking the patient data information in the

conventional department

Time is a major problem in the above scenario. The time frame from the creation
of the original X ray until the radiologist makes a diagnosis is too long. In the Arizona
Health Sciences Center this can take from 15 minutes to 24 hours depending on the
experience of the technician, the volume of the daily caseload and the circumstances of
the exam. The technician and film librarian also have to spend time keeping track of the
X ray.
The paperwork and film exchanges can be points of potential failure. The X ray
can easily become mixed-up and separated from the report. The technician can pick up
the wrong X ray from the developer. The exchange with the film librarian or transcriber
presents another possibility for error. Figure 1.2 illustrates the path of the radiographic
information.
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1.2

Digital Radiology Department
Our capability for digital acquisition of patient data has increased. The outputs of

new modalities such as magnetic resonance (MR) and computed tomography (CT) are
digital.

They both involve gathering information that allows reconstructing cross

sectional projections of internal structures and displaying them as digital images. Other
technologies, e.g., computed radiography (CR), can provide digital radiographic data that
replaces analog projection radiography.

To date, the processed digital data is still

transferred to film to provide a typical radiographic film in appearance. The film is
presented to the doctor for diagnostic review. This suffers practical limitations. The
research in this dissertation is concerned with making a film-Iess department.

It

specifically addresses problems in presenting CR images to the physician (Lodwick,
1986).
The introduction of the digital data to diagnosing physicians will be beneficial.
They will no longer be provided with a static film where the only options are optical
manipulations.

Mechanisms such as increasing and dimming the light, using a

magnifying glass, leaning closer and moving back will be obsolete. Access to the digital
data presented on a workstation as shown in Figure 1.3 (McNeill, 1997), will allow image
processing enhancement techniques to be applied to the data. Contrast stretch, frequency
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enhancement,

and

even

digitally

changing

the

magnification

Figure 13 Diagnostic review station. Two high-resolution monitors display digital
images for the radiologist.

will be useful.

Interactively changing the contrast will allow rapid viewing of low

contrast areas as seen in Figure 1.4. A typically low contrast area is the mediastinum.
Figure 1.4 shows the original image.

Figure 1.5 shows the image post contrast

adjustment. Figure 1.6 shows high frequency enhancement.

Figure 1.4 The original image with no processing.
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Figure 1.5 Contrast Enhanced Image The image from Figure 1.4 has had the
contrast changed with a looic-up table.
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Figure 1.6 The image from Figure 1.4 after frequency enhancement
processing.

In effect, the new forms of patient data require new means of presentation. The
alternator will be replaced by image viewing systems that are computer workstations
designed for the task of rapidly displaying images. The image viewing stations can have
one or more high-end monitors which at present are capable of resolutions of 2000 x
2000 pixels.
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1.3

Picture Archiving Communication System
The development of the digital radiology department is closely connected to the

development of a PACS.

Currently, the idea of a PACS is undergoing dynamic

evolution. There is no clear definition of what it takes to have a PACS; it exists as more
of a wish list. Illustrated in Figure 1.7 are the elements of a PACS which involves image
acquisition, communication, archiving, retrieval, display and processing. The ensuing
discussion descri'ucs the desirable aspects of a PACS for a moderate to large size hospital.

Hospital
Information
System

Digital Image
Acquisition
Computed Radiography
Computed Tomography
Magnetic Resonance
i

Image Processing i

External
Information
Systems

Archive

Radiology
Information
System

Picture Archiving
Communications
System Components

Display System

Figure 1.7 Schematic diagram illustrating the networked components of PACS and
external information systems.
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The digital department will provide a straightforward handling of patient
information. Direct communication will exist between the hospital information system
(HIS) and the radiology department's radiology information system (RIS) with a PACS.
As the patient images are created they will be tied in with the patient records. This will
facilitate many aspects of patient information tracking throughout the hospital.
Everything in the hospital administration records (e.g., admissions and billing) will be
updated continually. The images will be sent automatically to a review console for the
physician on call to review.

Charts, diagnoses and other records can be obtained

ubiquitously by remote workstations located in the hospital. Some current products are
designed to serve the information using hypertext and scripting. Commercially available
hyp>ertext viewers with scripting execution enabled will provide access to patient data
with the possibility of remote manipulation of the information. The archaic film library
will become obsolete and new data storage devices that facilitate patient data retrieval
will become practical (Lodwick, 1986).
Connectivity of each subsystem is a very important part of a PACS. It is central to
providing the network communications necessary for success. The tendency has been to
adopt transport control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) as the networking protocol
yielding the ability to plug each system onto the hospital network.

With minimal

administrative overhead, the station is ready to send and receive information with the
other portions of a PACS. A major problem with the communication of different devices
is the lack of standard protocols. A standard was developed by the American College of
Radiology/National Electrical Manufacturers Association (ACR-NEMA) in 1982 to
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combat the communication problem. As the scope of the standard grew, the ACR-NEMA
changed its name to Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM). Until
the issues of the standards are settled and accepted, a suggested kludgy solution has
placed a receiving and sending workstation between the network and acquisition device.
The conveyer workstation will be responsible for reformatting and transporting image
data to the review console and making the appropriate updates in the database (Huang,
1996).
Another major problem is that manufacturers do not want to implement and
support the freely transportable data. By providing a means to directly retrieve the data
from the acquisition devices there is no need to purchase further products. The review
console can be purchased from another company. Besides concern over loss of sales
there is no way for the manufacturer to guarantee diagnostic quality imaging.
The recent expeditious rate of advancement in computer technology, network
equipment and image acquisition devices makes a purely digital radiology department
possible. Workstations are becoming more powerful at less cost. The development of
high-resolution monitors permits a better display of diagnostic quality images. Network
equipment is now capable of transporting huge data sets within seconds throughout the
hospital. More image acquisition devices are evolving into digitally procured imaging
devices. Imaging plate and other alternative sensor based technologies are producing
digital images.
As a result of the changes, patient care will be altered in the following ways. The
X-ray dosage is dropping with the use of more efficient and sensitive sensors. Fewer X-
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ray retakes will be needed due to improper technique (Korhola & Kivisaari, 1991). Less
time is necessary for the data to be reviewed by a radiologist and the patient can be
attended to promptly. This timesaving factor is especially important to the intensive care
unit or the emergency department where a patient is generally in distress. Access to the
radiographs will be available outside the radiology department.

This will result in

convenient consultations with patients in the doctors' offices, with other doctors outside
the hospital or potentially any location in the world as long as a networking connection
can be achieved. The explosion of cellular-based communications makes this a reality.
Conventional clinical procedure involves developing a radiographic

film and

manually tracking the film and patient charts. In the digital department, creating the
image puts it into the system. The digital examination of the future will be transported to
a physician by using the hospital network, the HIS, and its subsystem, the RIS.

No

further involvement of the radiology technicians or film librarians will be necessary. This
will result in a reduction of staffing hours freeing resources for other hospital duties.

1.4

Statement of problem
When the radiologist is reviewing cases on film utilizing an alternator, the only

interaction necessary is clicking a button to advance to the next case.

However, a

member of the film library must set up the alternator and load the radiographs in the
proper order. When a digital image is displayed on a review console there should be as
little interaction as possible on behalf of the doctor emulating the use of the alternator
(McNeill, Seeley, Maloney, Fajardo, & Kozik, 1988). Properly displaying an image
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retrieved from a PACS is essential to the smooth operation of a review console (Horii,
Horii, & Kowalsid, 1988). The image is not always stored with the proper orientation for
display and hence will not be displayed with the proper orientation as illustrated in Figure
1.8. The imaging plate is not always placed in a consistent manner behind the patient for

Figure 1.8 The above simpiifled sketches represent the PA chest image. They
demonstrate the eight possible orientations an image can have on a monitor. The
image in the top left position is in the preferred positioning. Ail the images in the
top row are right handed. The images in the bottom row are left handed mirror
images.
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various reasons. For example, the rectangular shaped plates fit the patient better in a
vertical arrangement on a tall thin patient while wider patients may require a horizontal
arrangement. If the orientation of the displayed image must be corrected each time it is
projected, there will be too many interactions required from the doctor. The physician
will become frustrated and refuse to use a PACS because his/her clinical time was not
used efficiently.

When the facility of the review console is not as simple or as fast as

viewing Film, it has been observed that the console will not be successful (Krupinski,
1994).
A technician could preview every image but this is an unsatisfactory solution. It
wastes resources in the form of personnel and equipment time. The goal of this research
is to create a computer recognition algorithm that will negate requiring a technician to
preview every image. Concentrating on solving the orientation problem of chest images
will yield the highest benefit of introducing PACS into clinical use. Chest radiographs
have the have highest frequency of occurrence. Over the course of one year there were
46,199 chest images at UMC. Of these 6,578 had the lateral view accompanying the PA
view. This represents 11% of the 51370 exams prescribed and 90% of the total images
created.
The computer routine must automatically recognize the orientation of each image.
It must adjust the orientation when necessary so the image will be displayed in a
conventional manner.
anteroposterior

The radiologists prefer both the

posteroanterior

(PA) and

(AP) image to be displayed as if the patient is upright and facing them.

As the observer is facing the monitor this places the heart on the right side of the display.
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The radiologist must be informed when the image is the AP projection. In the case of the
lateral image, the patient should be upright and the spine should appear on the left side of
the display.
In addition, separating the lateral chest images from the PA chest images is
necessary because the CR machine only designates the images as chest. The CR device
does not record the patient positioning.

Figure 1.9 Example of a properly oriented posteroanterior view chest radiograph.

Figure 1.10 Example of a properly oriented lateral view chest radiograph.
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Since a doctor will be using the review console, which will be checking the
orientation interactively, it is imperative for such a routine to be fast.

One way to

guarantee a swift outcome is to execute the algorithm in hardware. In anticipation of
implementing the algorithm in hardware, the algorithm must be kept simple, use a small
amount of image data, and keep internal storage low. Processing on a small subset of the
image data increases the speed of the algorithm.
Another impor^^t goal of the algorithm is to maintain accuracy greater than 90%.
If the algorithm is not at least this accurate, then it will be deemed too frustrating for a
physician to use.

High accuracy is difficult to obtain using recognition algorithms

because of the biomedical diversity that exists between people.

An example of the

differences encountered in the image set is composed in Figure 1.11, Figure 1.12, Figure
1.13, and Figure 1.14. Other differences besides biological are depicted in the composite
graphics. The patients are not perfectly centered. A different amount of active image area
is used, particularly in the lateral view. Some of the images show medical hardware that
is attached or implanted permanently inside patients. In addition to the vast differences
from person to person, most of the X rays are from people who are sick. Their illnesses
create another level of difference yielding another level of complication.

Figure 1.11 Differences in the PA view between patients.

Figure 1.12 Differences in the PA view between patients.

Figure 1.13 Sample of differences between patients in the lateral view.
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Figure 1.14 Sample of differences between patients in the lateral view.

1.5

Past solutions
A review of the literature reveals prior attempts, to develop methods for

recognizing chest image orientation, have been limited to two techniques. These methods
are described below.
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The first method undertakes the following steps (McNitt-Gray, Pietka, & Huang,
1991). The routine is informed that an AP chest image is present. Line scans throughout
the entire image in assumed horizontal and vertical directions are acquired. Each member
of the horizontal set is averaged and placed in a table. The same action is repeated for the
complete vertical set of line scans. After the two tables of averages are completed, they
are searched for a local maximum. This is a candidate location of the spine. Before a
decision is made, however, further processing is necessary to eliminate other possibilities.
The maximum could belong to the head or the abdomen. In an attempt to determine if
this is the case, an average density value is calculated from two consecutive profiles from
both ends of the tables. The area to be searched is identified as the maximum. When this
search is completed the spine is identified to be either horizontally or vertically oriented.
Next the entire image is averaged.

The image's average pixel value is used as a

threshold. The threshold is used in an attempt to locate the neck and upper extremities
along the axis perpendicular to the spine. By applying the threshold to the image, the
external contours of the patient separates from the background (exposed region outside of
the patient). More profiles are constructed from the image derived from applying the
threshold. These additional profiles are taken perpendicular to the spine. The profiles are
scanned and the width of the intersection between the scan line and the contour of the
patient is recorded. Next the upper extremities are found on the basis of the ratios of
minimum and maximum intersections for the threshold image profiles. Finally, the image
is oriented according to the location of spine, abdomen and upper extremity.
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There are many problems with this approach.
inefficiency.

A prominent problem is

The entire image is processed a number of times.

The number of

calculations is more than the number of calculations used in the preparation of the image
for soft copy display. If this algorithm is used interactively, image display will take far
too long. The algorithm only corrects for rotational errors and does not correct for mirror
images. There is an implied assumption that images are never flipped about an axis. This
can easily occur if the images originate as film and digitized with a Film scanner.
Another point of contention is when the unusual AP image is taken. It is still
conventionally viewed as if it were a PA film. The radiologist is informed by other
means that the exposure was created AP. Unfortunately, the authors include results from
identifying three different corporal regions the chest, abdomen and hand. They do not
separate the success rates. The rate of success for all three regions was 92.8%.
The second approach utilizes neural networks to recognize the image orientation
of PA images (Boone, Seshagiri, & Steiner, 1992). One thousand patient films were
digitized with the exact same dimensions. The image set was separated into two sets of
500 images. Feature data from 500 images at a time were extracted to train the neural
network. The network was tested using the other set of 500 images. In this manner the
success rate is reported to be 888 images.
This approach fails on several matters. The complication of a neural network is
not avoided. It necessitates that all the images be the identical size. This requirement is a
critical shortcoming when considering CR images come in many sizes.

It is not
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sufficiently accurate. Finally, it does not address the problem of discriminating between
lateral and PA images.
A comparison of the two methods is included in Table 1.1.

Factors that are

considered include the simplicity of the method implemented. Training a neural network
can be a difficult process. The training requires a large data set, which is difficult to
assemble and maintain. Also considered is the amount of resources the method requires.
McNitt's method requires a large amount of resources by processing the entire image.
The approximate number and style of calculations helps assess how long the algorithm
takes to obtain a result. Both authors kept data that requires at least two bytes for integer
operations. Lastly, the rate of correct results quantifies the effectiveness of the method.
Boone's method does not meet the minimum acceptable requirements.

Table 1.1 The table includes a summary comparing the two methods.

Neural Network
Memorv for Imaae
# of Calculations
% Correct

McNitt
No
8 Mbvtes
2 bvte/30.3 M
92.80%

Boone
Yes
110kbvtes
2 bvte/4 M
88.90%

An anecdotal solution must be addressed. Why not mark the imaging plate in
some way so that the problem is circumvented from the onset? The technician will
always observe the mark and consistently place the imaging plate producing the same
orientation. In this case, application of the common sense solution is not practical. The
imaging plates are not all the same.

Some plates are square and some plates are
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rectangular. The positioning of the plates can make a difference in capturing a part or the
entire patient. The technician may have no choice in how the plate is oriented and be
forced to disregard the marker. The more obvious problem with this solution is that more
responsibility is placed on the technician. Using a mark in this manner introduces another
step in the procedure of creating radiographs, thus making it more complicated.
Another similar suggestion is to place a small radioopaque object that will appear
in a remote region of the image. Finding the orientation of the object will reveal the
orientation of the image. Besides detrimentally adding responsibility to the technician as
described above, it also has the problem of recognizing an object in the radiograph.
Neither of the two methods described above addresses the problem of images that are
digitized from archival film or contain unconventional projections.

1.6

Chapter overview
Chapter Two provides a comparison between images gained by using film and

images derived from CR.
Chapter Three will present the steps of the recognition algorithm. The algorithm
starts by converting the original 7 Mb raw image data-set to a small 16 kb subset. It
continues with the development and utilization of a set of standard templates for
identification of matching. The algorithm finishes with the last identification step for
both views of the chest image. The PA view needs the final step to check for handedness
and the lateral view needs a final check to ensure the image is upright.
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Chapter Four will provide analysis and the summary of the results of the
algorithm.
Chapter Five provides comparison between previous attempts of identifying the
chest orientation and the current algorithm. Discussing ideas for future work, such as
extending the algorithm to recognize other parts of the body and also pediatric images,
will be covered in Chapter Five.
An appendix is provided that contains a review of background material. It will
cover the creation or the X-ray beam.

This will provide an immediate source for

understanding tools i.ised during development of the algorithm.
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2

PHYSICS OF IMAGING THE CHEST

As digital technology progresses, more medical applications are available. The
digital radiology department as predicted by Dr. Paul Capp exemplifies the current trend
(Capp, 1981). Increased usage of digital imaging methods has put us far along the way.
Imaging modalities such as computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging and
computed radiography bring digital imaging into the clinics. It also brings the necessity
of the means to view the different modalities. The digital imaging system is referred to as
the picture archiving and communication system (PACS).
In general terms, this is a high-powered computer workstation that is connected to
the radiology information system and the hospital information system. Together, the
information systems have the ability to govern the flow of the patient data automatically.
The system controls the results from exams from the time of their inception until they are
no longer required and removed from the system.
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2.1

X ray Sensor Methods
A comprehensive overview of generating X rays is presented in the appendix.

The current discussion provides the background information of replacing X-ray films
with soft-copy display of images created by computed radiography.
Several forms of X-ray sensors have been developed through the history of
radiology. The first sensor was barium-platino-cyanide on a paper substrate.

Film,

consisting of silver halide crystals suspended within a gelatin, is a common sensing
device. Cadmium zinc sulfide screens have been used in Huoroscopy. The screens allow
real time viewing of and interaction with the patient. These were replaced by cesium
iodide in an X-ray image intensifier because of greater quantum efficiency and gain. In
1980, Fuji Photo Film patented a phosphor plate capable of storage and recording a
radiograph (Tateno, linuma, & Takano, 1987).
chambers are also used to detect X rays.

Other devices based on ionization

These are put to use in generating cross-

sectional images in computed tomography. The prevalent sensing devices used for chest
imaging are film and phosphor storage plates. Thin, solid state and flat plate amorphous
selenium imaging sensors are now being tested for digital radiography. This smaller
format device is yet to be developed for mammography (Tsukamoto et al., 1998).

2.1.1

Film

Silver halide based film will record X-ray exposures. Figure 2.1 shows the layers
of the typical film used for radiography. The first layer called the supercoat protects the
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film against abrasion. Under the supercoat is the emulsion. It contains the light sensitive
ingredient silver halide which is suspended in gelatin. The silver halide is usually silver
and bromine, iodine, or chlorine.

Gelatin keeps the crystals evenly dispersed and

separated across the film. Its stability promotes the permanence of the film. Gelatin is
also easily penetrated by solutions for rapid developing.
The emulsion and base have different thermal expansion coefficients. The distinct
rates of expansion pose a problem when the film is developed. The film undergoes
several temperature changes in processing. The emulsion and base will change size
differently and the emulsion could separate from the base. To prevent separation, the
substratum adheres the emulsion to the base. It is a thin layer of gelatin and cellulose
ester. In some films the substratum also serves to fix the anti-curl layer (Tateno et al.,
1987).
The film base is made from the polyester polyethylene terphthalate (PT). PT has
the following desirable properties and virtues for a base material: flat, uniform thickness,
strong - resistant to damage or accidental tearing, flexible, transparent, rigidity avoids
kinking and bending. (Tortorici, 1992) Usually the base is tinted to reduce eye fatigue.
PT has superceded cellulose acetate and cellulose triacetate which were developed to
replace cellulose nitrate. Cellulose nitrate was very flammable.

It caught fire as easy as

paper and released noxious fumes as it burned.
The anti-curl layer is a thin layer of pre-hardened gelatin. The emulsion tends to
shrink and curl away from the base during processing. The anti-curl layer balances the
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curling forces in single emulsion films to maintain flatness. In double emulsion films, the
forces from both emulsions cancel making the anti-curl layer unnecessary.
The anti-halation layer combats a halo effect from unabsorbed radiation.
Frequently the radiation is scattered instead of absorbed by the silver halide crystals. The
scattered radiation is capable of activating the photosensitive crystals resulting in an
image with exaggerated and fuzzy borders. In the case wtien radiation passes through and
reflects off the bottom layer of the film back to the emulsion another inaccurate image
forms. Generally, it appears as a halo or ring around the correct image. Dye is added to
the backing of the film to absorb the scattered radiation as a preventive measure.

Supercoat
Emulsion
Substratum lay(
Base

Emulsion
Anti-curl/Anti-halation
Supercoat
Double Emulsion Film

Figure 2.1 The layers of single and double emulsion film

Single Emulsion Film
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The latent image is recorded in the silver halide crystals residing in the emulsion.
The silver halide recording process has not been verified but Gumey and Mott presented
the currently accepted theory. The silver halide is in a cubic lattice as shown in Figure
2.2. The silver alternates with the halide. Free silver ions and "special compounds" are
also present fashioning sensitivity specks. These are not integrated in the lattice. The
collision of the photon and the crystal releases an electron from the bromide.

The

electron travels within the crystal until a sensitivity speck captures it. The receiving
speck becomes negatively charged. The free silver ions have positive charge and are
attracted to the sensitivity sp>eck. The electron combines with the silver ion making a
neutral silver atom. The silver atom attracts more electrons. The electrons attract more
silver ions forming more silver atoms. The extra silver atoms stabilize the sensitivity
speck and keep the original silver atom from relinquishing the first captured electron back
to the lattice. Three or more silver atoms are necessary for stability. At this time, the
speck has become a development center. The latent image is still not visible to the
human eye. For it to be visible the X-ray dosage would need to be increased by a factor
of six orders of magnitude. This excessive dosage is impractical and unsafe for medical
imaging. Instead, chemical processing enlarges the development center. The developer
solutions provide extra electrons. The extra electrons strongly charge the centers. The
centers are now able to attract the remaining free silver ions and the silver ions in the
lattice. The additional silver ions deposited on the film produce the visibility of the
centers.
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photon

Sensitivity speck
• Free Silver Ion
O Electron
O Bromine

Figure 2.2 Photon interacting with the silver halide crystal. The photon frees an
electron that is trapped by the sensitivity speck. Silver atoms migrate to the trapped
electron.

Film is relatively inefficient at recording X rays (Johns & Cunningham, 1981).
Only about two to six percent of the total energy in the beam is absorbed in the film
emulsion (Hendee, 1979).

Initially high amounts of X rays were used to produce

diagnostic radiographs. The first death in the United States attributed to X ray radiation
was Thomas Edison's assistant in 1904 (Curry, Dowdey, & Murry, 1984). The hazard to
patients dictated indispensable new techniques to reduce the amount of radiation. Several
innovative methods established to increase the density with less radiation are faster film.
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double emulsion film and most important, the current practice of combining phosphor
screens with film.
Faster X-ray film works the same way faster commercial film works. Larger film
grains are made using larger crystal lattices. The larger crystal lattices work two ways to
produce higher densities. First, they provide bigger targets to photons. Grain/photon
collision probabilities are proportional to grain size. Higher rates of collision will be
achieved with the larger size.

Second, more silver is available with larger crystals.

However, the larger crystals reduce resolution imparting the image with a granular
appearance.
Double emulsion films carry emulsions on both sides of the base. Two emulsions
are activated simultaneously by photons doubling the local density over single emulsion
film. The longer path length of emulsion also furnishes photons more opportunity to
activate the sensitivity specks.
Phosphor screens are used in clinical practice to assist the exposure on film (see
Figure 2.3). The X rays create scintillating radiation from the phosphors. The phosphor
efficiency for absorption of X rays is about 20-50% (Coltman, Ebbighauser, & Altar,
1947; Towers, 1967). For example, the reduced radiation exposure for a radiograph of a
hand without a screen requires 125 mAs compared to 7 mAs with a screen (Hendee,
1979). This gain coupled to the much higher efficiency of film

for absorbing light

photons has established using screens as the current state of the art. Using the screens
results in some but acceptable loss of resolution. The phosphors radiate isotropically. A
region that is activated by oncoming X rays releases light that emits from a point source.
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The emulsion of the film has to be in the immediate proximity of the excited phosphors.
Any separation between the film and the phosphor screen causes spreading and blurring
in the image (Hendee, 1979).

X-Ray
Visible Light

Film Emulsion

Phosphor Layer

Figure 2.3 The film screen combination reduces patient exposure to X rays, the
phosphor scintillates with the collision of the X ray amplifying the effiective exposure
in the film.

After the exposure the film is developed. The developing procedure enhances the
latent image. All the silver ions in the activated speck regions are converted to metallic
silver and deposited on the film.

The image is fixed onto the film by removing the

remaining silver ions in regions that are not activated by photons. If the inactivated
grains are allowed to linger the film will darken over time. Finally, the film is hardened
and dried. After ensuring the film has diagnostic quality it is presented to the radiologist
for review.
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2.1.2 Storage Phosphor Imaging Plate
The storage phosphor imaging plate (IP) is another popular sensor for projection
radiography. The IP utilizes photostimulable radiation (PSL). PSL materials are capable
of storing energy and emitting light when exposed to an

external

light source. Reports of

PSL material date back before 1500 BC in China. The discovery of the Bolognese Stone
in 1603 inspired an immense amount of interest.

Scientific investigations of the

Bolognese Stone failed to explain the mechanism responsible for the fluorescence.
Explanations were not forthcoming until the second half of the nineteenth century
(Krongauz & Parfianovich, 1974).
In 1926, Hirsch proposed using the phosphors as a way to retain an image (Hirsch,
1926). Applying heat to the plate created the image from the latent image. The modem
IP originates from undertakings accomplished during World War II. A phosphor plate
replaced the film emulsion for the first time. Latent images formed on the plate were
revealed by exposure to infrared radiation. Hard copies could be made by placing film
against the phosphor plate.
In 1980, Fuji Photo Film patented a process to record and retrieve a latent image.
The patent included a number of photostimulable phosphors. X-ray radiation excites the
phosphors into a state where the absorbed energy is stored. A second source of light from
a laser stimulates the release of the stored energy from the phosphors. The intensity of
the released energy is used to construct the radiograph. Fuji marketed the technology in
1983 as Computed Radiography (Tateno et al., 1987) (Kotera, Eguchi, Miyahara,
Matsumoto S., & Kato H., 1980).
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After extensive compounding and testing a large selection of substances, Fuji used a
barium fluorohaiide crystal with a small amount of Europium doping (BaFXrEu"*^ where
X is any of CI, Br, or I) in their IP's. See Figure 2.4 for a picture of the BaFX crystal.
BaFX demonstrated the strongest PSL response from all the combinations tested. The
barium additionally promotes X-ray absorption efficiency. Unfortunately, the phosphors
are unable to differentiate between the primary beam and X-ray scatter. IP's are more
susceptible to scatter radiation than conventional screens (Tucker, Souto, &. Barnes,
1993).

Figure 2.5 shows the relative intensity spectrums of the primary beam and

scattered X rays. The absorption spectrum of a BaF^ storage screen and gadolinium
oxysulfide also overlay the beam spectrums. For the absorption spectrums, the graph
plots the percentage of photons absorbed by the screen versus photon energy. Barium is
the main absorbing component.

It possesses low k-shell energy, thus low energy

absorption. The k-edge is below the energy of the scattered radiation. The phosphor
looses the ability to discriminate between the scatter and the primary beam.

The

gadolinium possesses a k-edge with higher energy than the scatter but within the primary.
As mentioned above, scatter reduces image quality.

If the plate can reject scatter

radiation, the image quality will increase (Yip, Whiting, Kocher, Trauemicht, & Van
MetterR.L., 1995) (Harrison, 1988).
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Figure 2.4 Crystal structure of the BaFX:Eu lattice
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Figure 2.5 The radiation absorption profiles that exemplify the efficiency of the
storage phosphor and gadolinium screens. The peak of the gadolinium screen is
within the range of the primary beam but has a minimum that reduces the
secondary beam of scattered radiation. The storage plate peaks within the range of
both beams.

Hence, the storage plate does not provide a discretionary function

between the primary and scattered radiation.

The IP records a latent image when X rays excite the BaF^iEu. The energy
absorbed liberates electron-hole pairs. The electron-hole pairs can spontaneously emit
photons or be trapped storing the absorbed energy. The trapped pairs participate in PSL.
Both spectrums are the result of the Eu^ transition from the 4f^5d state to the 4f' state.
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The transition is subject to a time constant of about 0.6-0.8 microsecond (Iwabuchi,
Umemoto, Takahashi, & Shionoya, 1991; von Seggem, Voight T., Knuper W., «fe Lange
G., 1988). The radiative transition time is responsible for the temporal bottleneck of the
PSL process (Iwabuchi et al., 1991) (von Seggem et al., 1988).

It establishes the

minimum time the image can be scanned from the IP. The empty lattice sites where
bromide (or iodide) and/or fluoride normally reside are called vacancies. They serve as
entrapment regions for the electrons. The vacancy becomes an F-center when it captures
an electron. The F stands for the German word farbzentren which translates to color
center. The origin of the name refers to the colored light released when PSL occurs.
There are two types of F-centers in the phosphor. The one due to the bromine vacancy is
labeled F(Br ). Likewise the center due to fluorine vacancy is labeled F(F1").

The

liberation of trapped electrons from the F-centers frees the PSL energy (Pohl, 1937).
The exact mechanism of PSL is not understood. The literature contains two
dominating theories.

The two models propose a bimolecular hypothesis versus a

monomolecular hypothesis. Different experimental results support the two theories.
The bimolecular model suggests X rays release electrons from the Eu^ creating
Eu^. The released electrons travel in the conduction band. The vacancy in the crystal
captures the conduction electrons that participate in PSL. External visible light frees the
electrons trapped by the F-centers back into the conduction band. Once back in the
conduction band it is possible for them to recombine with the F-center just vacated
(Takahashi et al., 1984). In which case, PSL fails to transpire. PSL ensues when the
electron combines with Eu"^ forming Eu"*^. Under constant illumination the intensity of
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the PSL radiation diminishes. The decay function is hyperbolic because PSL depends on
the current between the shrinking populations of Eu"^ and F-centers (de Leeuw, Kocats,
& Herko, 1987).
The monomolecular theorists propose that the Eu^ ion does not occur. Instead, a
hole is trapped in the vicinity near the Eu^ ion. The F(Br ) is close to the hole-Eu^
complex. The external visible light stimulates the F(Br ) initiating a tunneling process.
The excited Eu^ radiates, creating tunnel afterglow.

Oxide impurities increase the

quantity of F(Br") centers. Theorists speculate that the oxide impurities enhance the hole
trapping mechanism. The spatial relationships between the oxide impurity, F(Br ), FCFI"),
and Eu^ were experimentally verified to meet the tunneling requirements (Crawford &
Brixner, 1991)

(Koschnick, Spaeth J.-M., &

Eachus, 1992)

(Eachus et al., 1992)

(Koschnick, Spaeth, & Eachus, 1992).
Some of the differences between the two theories can be reconciled.
exercises more sensitivity to temperature than F(Fr).

F(Br")

This unbalanced temperature

response could be markedly pronounced by differences in materials in the experiments.
But, most importantly, both the monomolecular and bimolecular processes could be
present (Eachus et al., 1992) (Iwabuchi, Mori, Takahashi, Matsuda, & Shionoya, 1994).
The IP is placed in a cassette that is capable of replacing the film or screen/film
combination. Manufacturers designed it to be compatible with existing equipment. A
cross section representing a typical cassette is shown in Figure 2.6. The top surface is a
protective layer supercoat made out of polyethylene terphthalate.

The same tough
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material utilized making the film base. PT protects the longevity of the phosphor layer
from the detrimental actions summarized below;
1) damage in handling which can cause artifacts in the image
2)

humidity which causes cracking

3) temperature and humidity distortions due to elongation and/or contraction
4) reduce deterioration due to light/X rays
PT is thin and transparent to light minimizing degradation to imaging quality. The next
layer contains the Baf^:Eu^ combined with an organic polymer. The polymer acts as
glue and binds the phosphor crystals. It is chosen to
1) allow dispersion of BaFX
2) form a uniform surface on the support
3) prevent property changes due to environmental factors - temp, humidity, X
rays, laser, and
4) be flexible and strong to withstand handling and processing.
Common choices for the polymer are nitrocellulose, polyester, acryl, and uretan. The
polymer and barium fluorohalide mixture coats an Estar support and is allowed to dry.
The support is fixed to cellulose acetate blackened with embedded carbon. The carbon
prevents the light from reflecting off the rear layer. Using a reflective layer makes the
screen faster. The reflected laser light promotes the stimulated luminescence amplifying
the output signal. Simultaneously, the resolution is reduced from the scatter. A balance
exists between the thickness of the phosphor layer, reflectivity of the back layer, scanning
laser power, resolution, speed, and X-ray absorption.

A thicker phosphor layer will
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absorb more X rays. It will record a better measurement of the latent image. The thicker
layer will also suffer resolution loss. The scanning laser will penetrate deeper into the
phosphor and scatter farther. Some screens combat the loss of resolution with a dye that
absorbs the laser wavelength but not the stimulated wavelength. The Estar support is
mounted to a layer of lead to reduce backscatter. The lead attaches to an aluminum
honeycomb panel. The entire assembly is inserted into a cassette designed to replace the
typical film-screen cassette.

Supercoat
Phosphor Layei
Estar Support
Black Cellulose
Acetate

Lead Backscatter
Control

Aluminum
Panel
Phosphor Storage Plate Layers

Figure 2.6 The layers of the storage plate.

Common IP dimensions that match existing film dimensions are 43 x 35, 35 x 35,
30 X 25, and 24 x 18 cm^.

The capability of utilizing current film holders allows
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radiology departments to avoid buying additional equipment. Using familiar film sizes
also provides an easier transition for the radiology technicians. Their previous experience
of choosing the sensor size to match the examination remains valid. The exposure of the
IP plate is functionally the same as conventional methods. The speed of the IP replaces
the speed of the film.

2.1.2.1 Processing the Image Plate in the Computed Radiography Unit

A laser scanner reads the image from the IP. In the past, the laser was a 20 mW
He-Ne laser. The improvements in laser technology have made replacing the original gas
laser with a much smaller semi-conductor laser. Similarly, other improvements in the
computer hardware field have allowed the IP processor to shrink from an object that
occupied a room to one with a footprint of about Im X 1.3m. The use of an AlGalNP
laser not only made the IP reader smaller, but it makes maintenance simpler which lowers
operational costs. Maintaining a constant power level is more difficult with gas lasers
than semiconductor lasers.
After the IP has been properly exposed, the cassette is placed in the reader
triggering the ensuing events. The reader separates the IP from the cassette. The IP rolls
through the reader past the scanning section and is read-out. The IP is flashed by sources
of intense visible light after the image is scanned. Any residual image data is removed by
the intense flashing. The reader re-loads the cassette with the erased IP. The IP's can be
cycled in this fashion for many exposures. The IP's show signs of wear along the edges
where they crack. When the cracks grow large from the edge and interfere with the image
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region the IP's are discarded. The re-loaded cassette is available the next tinne a freshly
exposed cassette is entered for processing. The instantaneous availability of a cassette
precludes the necessity of the X-ray technologist waiting for the plate to be processed.
A laser activates the PSL during the image readout. As shown in Figure 2.7, the
laser passes through the following optical elements, focusing lens, mirror, spinning
polygonal mirror, f/0 lens, mirror, and finally onto the imaging plate. The focus lens
adjusts the spot size of the laser on the IP. The spot has a Gaussian profile and is
approximately 80-100 um. The spot size automatically adjusts according to the IP size
and anatomical site. Special high-resolution plates are used for pediatric and breast
images. The first mirror redirects the beam to the spinning polygonal mirror. Instead of
an oscillating galvanomirror used in conventional scanners, the reader uses a spinning
mirror to scan across the IP. Each face of the mirror corresponds to a single line in the
image. The mirror rotates at a constant angular velocity. The beam passes through a f/0
lens to ensure the laser distribution is uniform across the image region. The f/0 lens also
widens the beam deflection covering the entire IP within a shorter distance. Optics with a
shorter path length is another factor contributing to shrinking the reader.

The next

element is a mirror that redirects the beam onto the IP. The IP is slowly scrolled past the
laser sweep lines. The spinning mirror, f/0 lens and last deflecting mirror work together
to counteract errors in pitch due to the motion of the plate.
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Figure 2.7 The internal components of the FCR9000 imaging plate scanner

The intensity of PSL from the IP depends on the X-ray exposure, power of the
stimulating source and time. The intensity of the PSL is proportional to X-ray exposure.
The dynamic range of the IP is linear for over four decades of exposure.
demonstrates a linear dynamic range of about 40: L

Film

The increased dynamic range

dramatically reduces the frequency of retakes resulting from poor technique. Increasing
the laser power increases the amount of PSL, but it also increases the scatter in the
phosphors. The scatter reduces resolution. This results in a tradeoff between scanning
time and image resolution. The PSL light has a decay constant which dictates the
optimum amount of acquisition time the laser needs to extract the signal. It also fixes the
time before the next pixel can be read. If the region for a previous pixel is still emitting it
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will create inaccuracies for the next several pixels. The decay constant for BaFXrEu^ is
.8 |is. This decay constant makes the scanning of a high density large area in a timely
fashion practical.
After laser activation, the PSL is collected by a light guide and directed to a
photomultiplier tube (PMT). The light emitted by the phosphor peaks in the blue-green
region of the visible spectrum at 400 nm. The optimal stimulating light peaks in the red
portion of the spectrum at 600 nm, see Figure 2.8. A filter easily separates the two
sources of light. The PMT changes the detected PSL into an electrical signal. The signal
is digitized by an analog to digital converter.

The analog signal out of the PMT

undergoes low pass filtering to prevent aliasing. The digital data is sent to a workstation
for image processing (Bogucki & Trauemicht, 1995).
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Figure 2.8 The right plot shows the relative effectiveness of the stimulating light
versus wavelength. The left curve illustrates the relative intensity of the emitted light
versus wavelength.

The image processing prepares the image data for Film recording. The physician
reads the film for diagnosis. The transition to widespread utilization of monitors to read
radiographs has progressed to the point where some products are reaching the
marketplace. The processing is based on an unsharp masking technique. Enhancing the
high frequencies in the image combats a flat, blurry appearance of the image. The
improvement bridges the image quality gap between the film-screen combination and the
IP. This is attributable to the lower amount of discrimination between the primary and
scattered beams. The following steps outline the image processing. First, the digital
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image from the plate, /„ is low passed filtered (LPF). Next the result is subtracted from
the original image. A constant, based on the original image value P(), multiplies the
difference. The product is added back to the original image.

ll. -

])

Equation 2.1

The frequency range of the low pass filter and the relationship of the multiplier on
the original image are parameters that can be adjusted for display.

The optimum

processing parameters are selected by anatomical exam. It has been shown that with
properly selected parameters the above image processing can present diagnostic quality
images on soft copy display (Krupinski E, Ovitt T, & Evanoff M, 1997) (Kxupinski EA,
Evanoff M, Ovitt T, Chu TX, & Johnson J, 1998).
The last processing step improves contrast. Several choices of user adjustable
contrast curves enhance the appearance of the image data. A laser filmwriter records the
final processed data on film. The film is developed and presented to the radiologist for
review.
Writing the digital data to film and presenting the film to the radiologist was done
originally because monitors of diagnostic quality were not available. Current innovations
in display technology have increased the brightness and contrast providing the required
quality for diagnosis. The Food and Drug Administration has approved the use of
monitors and supports a resolution of 2000 x 2000 pixel resolution. Physicians using a
digital softcopy display system, as described in Chapter One, will be greatly assisted in
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their daily rounds. The capability to adjust the digital data displayed on a monitor will
allow radiologists to see details that were not visible on film.
Complications arise from the techniques of capturing the patient data with the
phosphor storage plates. The plates are rotated to fit behind the patient. When the plate
is processed through the digitizer the image formed can be in any of the eight rotations.
The work embodied by this dissertation solves the practical problem of displaying digital
chest

images.

A computer algorithm

determines the anatomical

positioning

differentiating between the lateral and pasteroanterior. It further determines if the image
is not displayed in the proper arrangement for standard diagnosis. A tremendous
inefficiency would result if the radiologist had to continually correct the orientation of the
image. That inefficiency jeopardizes the success of the workstation. Chapter Three will
detail the steps of the computer algorithm.
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3

3.1

THE METHODOLOGY

Introduction to the problem of diagnosis from soft copy display
Dedicated efforts have been made over the past ten years to replace film with soft

copy CRT displays in clinical radiology. These efforts have been motivated by the desire
to
1) improve on the clinical and cost efficient performance of the diagnostic
radiologist,
2)

to replace film with displays, and

3)

to seriously reduce the inconveniences imposed by the use of film in the clinical
environment.

The use of the CRT display unfortunately has led to new problems that have to be solved
before being acceptable in practice. An important technical problem to be solved is the
proper placement of the X ray on the display. Previous efforts in this area have failed to
provide a satisfactory solution.
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This dissertation work presents our solution to this problem. It has proven 91.9%
accurate with simple remedies for the 8.1% error. The solution has reached the stage
where it can be implemented for clinical practice.
Early review station development immediately revealed a shortcoming. Images
were not consistently displayed in a convenient orientation for diagnosis. The images
would be presented on the monitor rotated by integer multiples of 90° and occasionally as
a mirror image as shown by the "F' in Figure 3.1. The previous discussion in Chapter
Two on obtaining images explains why the orientation of the final image is unknown.
The exposures are not always performed in a consistent manner. For example, a couple
of difficulties that occur leading to randomly oriented images are positioning the imaging
plate (IP) to fit behind patients for better coverage, and complications from patients in
intensive care unit beds. Generating new images by digitizing existing chest films also
introduces the chance for random orientation. For the present case of diagnostic chest
images the radiologist needs the image to be displayed in a particular manner. To remedy
the problem, a computer algorithm that automatically recognizes the orientation of the
chest images had to be designed and implemented. A solution of this problem led to its
selection as this thesis study. This chapter is organized so as to reveal the successive
steps taken in the evolving analysis to achieve a final satisfactory solution.
There are eight possibilities of image presentation on the display screen. The top
of the image may be at the top, bottom, left or right side of the display and the image can
have two versions of handedness, right or left. If the image is left handed, it is a mirror
image and must be flipped about the vertical axis to be properiy displayed.

The
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physicians prefer only one orientation to observe the image. Automatically determining
the orientation for display can improve the efficiency of diagnosing a patient's X ray.

F

h

1-^

Figure 3.1 The eight di^erent random orientations that can occur when displaying
an image on the monitor.
The two views of the chest are the
in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.

pasteroanterior

view and the lateral view shown

Unfortunately, not every medical imaging system provides

information distinguishing between the two views of the chest. Therefore, in addition to
identifying the orientation of the chest image, the view of the chest image must also be
determined.

The

posteroanterior

(PA) view is as the Latin translation suggests, an

exposure taken with the patient facing the imaging media away from the x-ray source.
The

anteroposterior

(AP) view is possible, but rare. Each physician has preferences on

how the image should be displayed but the default presentation of both the PA or AP is
upright with the heart on the right side of the display.

This arrangement has the

radiologist looking through the patient into the x-ray source. In the case of the unusual
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AP exposure, the radiologist needs to be informed in the accompanying patient records
that the image has been flipped.

Figure 3.2 Example of posteroantero view

Figure 3.3 Example of Lateral Chest View
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The lateral exposure generally necessitates that the right shoulder faces the x-ray
generator and the left shoulder faces the detector. This positioning technique attempts to
minimize the cardial lumen by de-magnification. Objects closer to the x-ray source are
magnified more than objects in subsequent planes further from the generator as
demonstrated in the appendix. By positioning the body so the heart is on the detector side
takes advantage of the magnification distortion.

The heart is deemphasized in the

exposure yielding a better view of the lungs. Extenuating circumstances can preempt the
normal exposure technique in case the need for a special examination exists.

The

radiologist is normally presented with the image upright and the spine on the left. In rare
instances when the patient is facing the other way, the radiologist is always informed.

3.2

Early Analysis
The images used in this project originate from a Fuji computed radiography device.

Images from two models were available, the FCR9000 and FCR7000. The images can
have a variety of dimensions, but for the current application the focus is on chest images
with dimensions of 1760 x 1760, 2140 x 1760 or 1760 x 2140. In order to design a swift
algorithm, the data used in the image recognition is reduced. Less data processed results
in less computer time spent on identification. The reduction of computer time is an
important goal of the project. The data reduction was accomplished by cropping the
center out of the rectangular 2140 x 1760 or 1760 x 2140 sized image to a square 1760 on
each side. The image was then resampled to 128 x 128. If the image was already square
it was resampled to 128 x 128.

Both cases use the nearest neighbor downsampling
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method, see Figure 3.4. Other subsampling methods were considered and rejected. For
example, the methods of bi-linear interpolation and cubic spline add complexity by
requiring more calculations (Schowengerdt, 1983).

The benefits from the added

calculations are better realized when image magnification is performed. The edges in the
larger image are geometrically smoother than the results from the nearest neighbor
method. Constructing the output image by averaging a neighborhood of pixels was also
considered. By averaging a neighborhood the reduced image would be smoother and that
may assist later portions of the algorithm. In order to avoid unnecessary calculations this
technique was also rejected.
Nearest neighbor subsampling is accomplished by filling an output image that is
smaller than the original image.

The grey levels in the output image are based on

calculating a position in the original image and talcing the grey level of the pixel nearest
that location. The position coordinates are determined by multiplying a counting index
by the ratio of the original image dimension to the desired output image size, see
Equation 3.1.
Out = in *1760/128 where ins [1,128] .

Equation3.1
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2140

1760

Figure 3.4 the full sized image is cropped when necessary and subsampled to a flnal
size of 128 x 128 pixels.
Scaling the data down from ten bits to eight bits per pixel reduces the memory
necessary to store the output image by a factor of two. Two bytes are required to store
data that occupies values ranging from nine to sixteen bits. Minimizing resources is
motivated by hopes of implementing the recognition procedure directly with hardware.
Discussion of further hardware possibilities will be provided in Chapter Five when
directions for the future are discussed.
From the onset of this development, several possible solution methods were
investigated. One consideration was based on the correlation receiver and matched filters
(Lathi, 1983). Correlation receivers optimize threshold detection of signals containing
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multiple pulse shapes called symbols. The receiver filter is determined by solving for the
filter response that minimizes the detection error probability. Figure 3.5 shows a block
diagram of the detection system.

p(t)+n(t)

Threshold
device

Decision

Figure 3.5 Block Diagram of the Pulse Detection System

The pulse p(t) is time limited to period To and the signaling frequency is i/Tg. The filter
maximizes the signal to noise ratio. The power ratio p, is shown in Equation 3.2.

p' -

Equation3.2
a'

In Equation 3.2, where (T is the filtered noise power, p(j(t) is the received pulse
power and

is an arbitrary time delay.

The received pulse shape is

Po(0 = 3''[P(ty)//(<u)] = — r
2K

Likewise the received noise power is

. Equation 3.3
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Equation 3.4.

( T " = - ^ r ° Si(i})\H(so)\'d(o .
2K

And p~ can be rewritten as Equation 3.5.

p"=

YIK[n^

Equation 3.5

Using the Schwartz inequality

p<—P
doj
27rJ- S(Q))

can be rewritten as

.

Equation 3.6

The equality holds if H(oi) is

H{o)) = k

P(-w)e''"'-

.

Equation 3.7

Si(D)

Now with the assumption of white noise, // is a transfer function that is backward
to the original pulse and delayed rm=7o for a causal, realizable filter. The optimized filter
is known as a matched filter (Lathi, 1983).
Twenty PA chest images were randomly selected and averaged together forming a
template representing the known orientation. The template was rotated and flipped into
each of the eight possible orientations described above. The eight orientations substitute
for eight different pulse shapes that would be transmitted.

The center value of the

correlation between patient images and the rotated template positions was performed one
calculation at a time. All eight values were compared and the largest value indicated the
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greatest probable match.

The results for determining upright were above 90%.

Unfortunately this method was only 60% accurate in determining if the image needed to
be flipped about the vertical axis.

3.2.1

Problem Areas
This method clearly requires substantial improvement. The noise spectrum was

assumed to be white noise. This assumption needs investigation. The noise power is not
only represented by signal detection noise but suffers from variances among patients that
act to distort the pulse shape.

The template representing the expected signal is not

optimized.
The maximum correlation value is not necessarily determined without being
certain the patient data is centered in the image and the corresponding template. This
could be accomplished in three ways.
The first way involves centering the patient perfectly in the exposure. However,
this requires too much care and places more responsibility on the x-ray technician. Also,
it is not always possible. The second way to improve the alignment would be to detect
the edges of the patient. Correct detection of the patient would allow centering the region
that consists of patient data by padding the region by zeroes. The third way relaxes the
constraint of solely calculating the center value of the correlation. The second and third
methods can be combined to assist in ensuring the peak is due to template and patient
image overlapping.

Careful centering reduces the probability of missing the actual

maximum due to the template and patient image line up. The correlation should obtain a
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highest value if the template and the patient image are aligned. Calculating more of the
correlation allows a search near the origin for the maximum value with a higher
probability of success. The drawback here is the number of calculations necessary and it
will increase by a factor equal to the area of the region.

The extra computations make

this improvement impractical. All the above complications defeat the simple approach
originally sought. But, an important observation evolved from this failed attempt, namely
the strong vertical structure, which lead to the correct template matching. The errors were
in misidentifying the mirror image or flipped upside down cases. The mistake for a 90°
rotation was never made because of the strong vertical features of the image.

3.3

Intermediate analysis
By investigating a collection of 30 images, the spine continually prevailed as a

distinctive feature. The spine is prevalent in both the PA and lateral views.

It was

discovered that by summing the middle portion of the image from line 30 to line 97 as
shown in Figure 3.6 and plotting the result, a global maximum peak always indicated the
spine in the PA view. Further investigation leads to five distinct profiles after including
the lateral view and summing in the horizontal direction.
Identifying the constructed profiles will characterize the image accomplishing the
following items of image recognition;
•

discriminate the lateral from the PA

•

find upright in the PA, and

•

locate the spine in both views.
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The identification process is achieved by matching the profile to a set of templates. After
the profiles are identified a rule-based contingency plan is implemented to reduce
matching errors.
The profiles are constructed by summing from line 30 to line 97 in the vertical
direction and from column 30 to column 97 in the horizontal direction of the reduced
image.

Averaging eight adjacent values ("rebinning") further reduces the data to 16

values.

The remaining values are scaled from zero to one and the final

vector is

normalized. The templates are created from averaging 30 profiles. The templates 2, 3,
and 4 exhibited symmetry about the center and were averaged with the corresponding
template flipped horizontally about the center.
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Profile Creation

Sum in vertical and
horizontal directions

Figure 3.6 Profile Creation. The row summation indicated by the dotted arrow
occurs from colunrm 30 to column 97. Synunetricaily, the columns summations
occur from line 31 to line 97.
Profile one, two and five come from the PA view. The remaining profiles, three and
four, are derived from the lateral view. For an example of the five profiles see Figure
3.13 and Figure 3.15. The profiles represent identifiable feature vectors. Profile one and
five have the capability of identifying the top of the image. It is highly linear possessing
low values at the neck and higher densities at the abdomen. Profile five is the reverse of
profile one and indicates the image is upside down. Profile three is the vertical of the
lateral image. There are black background regions on the side and comparatively high
patient data in the middle. Profile four is the resultant summation horizontally across the
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lateral view. Normally it has high values on the ends and low values in the middle. The
four profiles are summarized in Figure 3.11 with the indication of the summation
direction.
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Figure 3.7

Profile 1 created by summing in the horizontal direction of the

posteroanterior view. The patient's neck is represented by the low values on the left
and the abdomen is represented by the high values on the right.
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Figure 3.8

Profile 2 created by summing In the vertical direction of the

posteroanterior view. The peak in the middle is due to the spine. The minimums on
either side of the spine are from the lung fields. The peaks on the outside are from
high density values from the ribs.
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Figure 3.9 Proflle 3 created by summing in the vertical direction of the lateral view.
The low values on the outside regions are due to the background surrounding the
patient. The location of the spine is the high peak.
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Figure 3.10 Profile 4 created by summing in the horizontal direction of the lateral
view.
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Figure 3.11 A summary of how the proHles are created. Both the PA and Lateral
views are shown with the respective summations.
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Figure 3.12 Template 1 created by summing in the horizontal direction of the
posteroanterior view. The patient's neck is represented by the low values on the left
and the abdomen is represented by the high values on the right.
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Figure 3.13

Template 2 created by summing in the vertical direction of the

posteroanterior view. The peak in the middle is due to the spine. The minimums on
either side of the spine are from the lung fields. The peaks on the outside are from
high density values from the ribs.
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Figure 3.14 Template 3 created by summing in the vertical direction of the lateral
view. The low values on the side are from background regions outside the region
containing the patient
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Figure 3.15 Template 4 created by summing in the horizontal direction of the
lateral view.
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Figure 3.16 Template 5 created by summing in the horizontal direction of the
posteroanterior view. Template 5 is the reverse of Template 1 and indicates the
image is upside down.

The class space can be reduced from the five dimensions to two dimensions by
imposing a

priori

knowledge that the profiles must occur in pairs. Profile one or five

must be paired with profile two, and likewise profile three must be paired with profile
four.
A confusion matrix or contingency table will further simplify the identification
task. Constructing the confusion matrix assists in the development of reliable
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identification schemes. The confusion matrix will delineate the most consistently and
reliably identified profiles from the error prone profiles (Schowengerdt, 1983).
The identification metric is the total absolute error calculated by applying
Equation 3.8.

m, =

l/i (.r) -

(.r)|,

Equation 3.8

t

where /n, is the i'*' metric,/t is the horizontal or vertical profile and gi is the i"* template.
The profiles^ and fv are compared against each of the templates. An identifying match
occurs when m, is a minimum.

The second profile curve is tracked to ensure it

corresponds to the finding of the first. For example, as noted previously, profile one must
accompany profile two. If profile one is found accompanying profile four, then further
investigation of this impossible situation is necessary.

By checking the decision tree the

more reliable pairing can be unearthed. The confusion matrix is displayed in Table 3.1,
where the input profiles are in the columns and the determined output is in the rows.
Ideally, the matrix would have the total number of PA images used in the first, second
and fifth diagonal elements and the total number of lateral images in the third and fourth
diagonal elements. The steps of the identification process are outlined in Figure 3.17.
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Original Image
Data Reduction
Create
Horizontal and Vertical
Profiles
Match Profiles to Template

Check PA Handedness

(3,4)

(1,2)

Locate Top of Lateral

(X,X)

Apply Contingency Plan
to Identify Profile Pair

Figure 3.17 Flow chart of the data processing steps.

Table 3.1 The confusion matrix. The profiles are along the top and the matched
template counts are in the vertical direction.

Templates

1
2
3
4
5

1
124
0
0
I
0

2
0
105
16
2
2

Profiles
3
2
0
82
0
0

4
20
0
1
0
3

5
0
0
0
1
124
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3.4

The Finished Analysis
Without further investigation, the correct pairing occurs for 163 out of 209

images. The result is dramatically improved by the decision tree and secondary tests.
Listed below are the secondary tests summarized in Figure 3.18. Not all cases will occur
but are included for a complete contingency plan. The ordered pairs represent the profiles
identified from each image.

•

Case (1,3) - Double check the profile matching template three by finding the location
of the maximum value which is the spine. If the maximum value is within the middle
four locations then it matches template two and identifies the view as PA. The next
step is to test for handedness.

If the maximum value is outside the middle four

locations it matches template three identifying the view as lateral. The location of the
spine and mistaking profile one with template four is enough information to display
the image. Mistaking template one for template four correctly identifies the top of the
image. The secondary check for the present case correctly assigned 34 out of 35
misses.

•

Case (1,1) - Pick the profile with the least error to be assigned template one. Doublecheck the other profile to see if it actually matches template three in the same fashion
as the previous case. The case (1,1) occurred once and was correctly displayed.

Case (1,4) - Pick the profile with the least error to be assigned to the respective
template. Double-check the other profile in the same manner as the previous case
with one exception. If the outcome indicates template four was correct from the
onset, then the information about the top of the image has to be determined. The case
(1,4) occurred three times.

The double-checking corrected one of the three

misidentifications.

Case (1,5) - Proceed in the same manner as case (1,1). Make a note about which
profile identified the top of the image. Two cases of (1,5) occurred and one was
fixed.

Case (3,5) - Use the same steps as case (1,3) with the added exception to make a note
about which profile identified the top of the image. The case (3,5) occurred three
times and was fixed two times. The third image was displayed upside down.

Case (3,3) - Assign the profile with least error to match template two and determine
the top of the lateral image. The single case of (3,3) was not corrected. The patient
had a curvature of the spine and the location of the spine was not vertically localized.
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Cases (2,3),(2,4) - Since no profile is mistaken for template two, when two is paired
up with anything but one or five, it is safe to assume that two is correct. Determine
the slope of the accompanying profile using linear regression (Taylor, 1982). The
slope will reveal the top of the image. The assumption correctly identifies the solo
occurrence and the image was correctly displayed.

Case (2,2) - Assign the profile with the least matching error to be two. Use linear
regression on the remaining profile to determine the top of the image. Next, assess
the handedness of the PA image.

The following contingencies did not take place.

Case (2,5) - The profile matching template two is correctly paired with the profile
matching template five. It is worth noting that the image is upside down.

Case (4,4) - Assign the profile with least error to the task of identifying the vertical
direction.

Assess if the remaining profile matches template two or three thus

resolving the view. In the case of lateral, the top of the image must be determined
with the additional routine described below.
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•

Case (4,5) - Proceed in the same fashion as case (1,4).

•

Case (5,5) - Proceed in the same manner as case (1,1).

The identification of the profiles will describe the following about the image;
•

discriminate the lateral from the PA

• find
•

upright in the PA

locate the spine in the lateral.

Only one piece of information about the image remains to be determined. In the case
of the PA, it is whether or not to flip the PA image about the vertical axis to correct for
mirror image.

If the matching indicates the image contains the lateral view, all that

remains to be determined is the location of the top of the image. The secondary tests
described above corrected an additional 42 out of the 46 mismatched pairs. Two hundred
five cases have been correctly identified for the second stage of the algorithm. Sixteen of
the corrected images with the lateral view do not have to pass through the second stage.
The top of the image has already been determined from profile three being mistaken for
profile one.
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Use the slope
of the other
profile to find
top of image.

Assume 2
is correct.
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to find top
of image.
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to find top
of image.

outcome

4 A_r
Expected
outcome.
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least error.
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Figure 3.18 Contigency plan based on the coupled pairs. The flrst member of the
pair is above the line and the second member of the pair is below the line.
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The PA
After matching the profiles to the templates has determined the image is the PA

view and the location of the top of the image, the next step is ensuring the image is
presented with the heart on the right side of the display. Starting with the location of the
spine, the edges of the mediastinum are found. The mediastinum is the proximal region
in the chest containing the spine and cardiac muscle. One edge is the side of the spine;
the other edge that is farther from the spine encompasses the heart.
The location of the spine and most penetrated portion of the lung fields are located
using a global metric. The columns are averaged from line 30 to line 90. The maximum
value in the middle portion of the result is the location of the spine. The minimum values
to either side of the central maximum are the middle of the lung fields, see Figure 3.19.
Eight lines are summed from column 30 to column 90. The sums are convolved with a
difference kernel, see Figure 3.20. Six adjacent values from the averaged column are
added together. One place is skipped and six values on the other side are added together.
The two results are subtracted yielding an operation approximating the derivative. In
actuality, the operation is equivalent to first applying a low pass filter with a window
width of six [1,1,1,1,1,1] and then convolving with a kernel of [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,-1]. Both
convolutions are linear and can be combined into one single convolution with the kernel
[1,1,1,1,1,1,0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1].

The result of the convolution approximates the

derivative. The approximate derivative is searched for the location of the maximum
absolute value on the left and right sides of the spine. Figure 3.21 shows the absolute
value of the approximate derivative. The search is constrained by the minimums of the
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lung fields. Restricting the search makes the algorithm more robust. The location of the
maximum is considered to be the edge of the mediastinum. Generally, the position of the
minimum of the lung field occurs farther from the spine on the side containing the cardial
lumen. Increasing the search region for the maximum that indicates the edge of the
cardial side will emphasize the side containing the heart. It also constrains the search to
within the valid patient region.

Giobal Average for Locating Spine and Center of the Lungs
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Figure 3.19 Average of Lines 30 to 90.

The peak in the middle is the spine.

The minimums on both sides are the center of the lungs.
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Figure 3.20 The Average of Eight Lines. The approximate derivative is
applied to the graph.

The constructed edges are filtered to ensure that they are continuous. Starting at
the top end, the second spine to edge distance is compared to the first and third edge
distances. If it is not within a factor of two, the second distance is replaced with the
average of the first and third distances and so on. The Filtered distances on each side are
summed and the totals compared. The greater total indicates a greater overall edge
distance and therefore contains the heart. This method worked on 113 out of a total of
125 PA images (Evanoff & McNeill, 1997).
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Absolute Value of Derivative for Finding Edges
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Figure 3.21 Absolute Value of the Approximate Derivative. The central minimum is
a zero crossing and represents the location of the spine. The maximums to both
sides are the locations of the edge of the mediastinum.

3.6

The Lateral
When the profile to template matching indicates that the image contains the lateral

view, determining the location of the top of the image is the last task before properly
displaying the chest radiograph for diagnosis.

A striped pattem from the ribs is

observable in the lateral image. The stripes run diagonally down from the spine with an
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angle that varies widely from patient to patient. Identifying the direction of the striations
will furnish the top of the image.
The problem of identifying the stripes is similar to the category of pattern recognition
known as oriented patterns (Kass & Witkin, 1987). An image with an oriented pattern
possesses the characteristic that slowly changing intensity pattern occurs in one direction
and the perpendicular direction has a rapidly varying intensity pattern. Analysis provides
separation of the slowly varying pattern known as the flow field

from the rapidly

changing pattern representing the ribs called the residual pattern. The flow field is along
the direction of the slowly varying pattern. The residual pattern consists of the rapidly
changing intensities across the flow field.

The orientation of the ribs is found by

determining the direction of the flow field.
The key element to detecting the flow field is detecting the rapid intensity changes.
The gradient will change from positive to negative to positive as the striations making the
flow field are traversed. Summing over a region of the gradient will yield low values in
the direction of the flow field due to the intrinsically low values of the gradient. The
gradient has low magnitudes because the flow field has slowly changing intensities. The
resultant summation will also be small in the direction perpendicular to the flow field
because of the opposing signs of the gradient. It is helpful to recall that the gradient
always points uphill. The surface plot shown in Figure 3.23 shows the rapid changes
across the How field.

They are similar in appearance to plow furrows in a field.

The

gradient on both sides of the furrow opposes itself. The summation of the gradient over
the region has an indeterminate result. The cancellation of the gradient across the flow
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field can be subverted by constructing a complex quantity fi-om the gradient and squaring
it before summing over the region of interest. For example, the .r component of the
gradient, calculated by convolving the image with the kernel in Table 3.2, is placed in the
real portion of the complex quantity. The

y

component of the gradient, calculated by

convolving the image with the kernel in Table 3.2, is placed in the imaginary portion of
the complex quantity.

Table 3.2 Kernels used for calculating the gradient components.
X

y
1
1
1

0
0
0

-1
-1
-1

1
0
-1

1
0
-1

1
0
-1

The resultant complex vector can be written as the phasor shown in Equation 3.9

grad{f{r^

(x, y))) = d

~

'

Equation 3.9

where r/ is a position vector on one side of a rib edge,/is the image data as a surface, A is
the magnitude of the complex vector, and 0 is the phase. Squaring both sides yields
graJ'(/(r,(.r, y))) = A'e'"^ .

Equation 3.10

The opposing gradient on the other side of the striation is rotated by n radians and
can be written as the phasor in Equation 3.11.
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gradifir.ix, y))) = d

~

Equation 3.11

where ri is a position vector on the opposite side of a rib edge, and

B

is the magnitude.

Again upon squaring both sides the phasor becomes

g r a d ' i f i r ^ i x , y))) =

= B'e''"

Equation 3.12

Squaring a complex quantity doubles the phase angle. After the opposing gradients are
squared they will be separated by In radians which allow constmctive combination.
After the summation, half the phase angle of the resultant phasor will point in the
direction perpendicular to the ribs. The arrangement is shown in Figure 3.22. Combining
the information of the direction of the ribs with the location of the spine, the top of the
lateral image can be deduced. Figure 3.24 shows an example of the acute angle the ribs
make with the spine. Note that the ribs slope down in the direction of the bottom of the
image.
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Before Squaring
Gradient

After Squaring
Gradient

Figure 3.22 The direction of the gradient on both sides of the rib edge. On the left
side is the opposing gradient phasors. On the right is the new direction of the
gradient phasors after squaring.
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Figure 3.23 The bottom of the figure has the grey level from the image. The surface
plot shows the furrows. A contour plot shows the different equivaiued levels.

Figure 3.24 Example of Lateral View Chest X Ray.
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3.6.1

Filtering to enhance the ribs
This method is 68% effective with no filtering to increase rib

detection.

Improving the performance of the algorithm was achieved by reducing error in detecting
the ribs. Filtering that isolates the frequency components of the ribs significantly raised
the successful classification of the top of the image.
The ribs intersect the spine at a varying angle from 20° to 70°. Information about
the location of the spine, the sagittal axis as well as the coronal axis has been ascertained
through identifying the profiles. The search for the angle between the ribs and the spine
can be reduced using the collected information. The ribs and cardial lumens of ten
randomly chosen images were analyzed. The images were decomposed into individual
frequency components using a fast Fourier transform. The frequencies that constitute the
ribs and cardial lumen were isolated. For the ten images, the frequencies constructing the
ribs covered a region in the frequency domain approximately 12 x 24 frequencies as
shown in Figure 3.25 of the ideal filter

used to isolate the striations.

A filter that

preserves only these frequencies filtered all the lateral images. Figure 3.26 shows the
effects of filtering a lateral chest image. The box in Figure 3.26 outlines the region of
interest. The line in the box indicates the direction across the residual pattern (ribs)
perpendicular to the flow field
described above.

found by summing the squared complex gradient as
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Figure 3.25 Filter used to enhance ribs.

Ill

Figure 3.26 Filtered Lateral Image. The results of filtering the image to enhance
the ribs and suppress the rest of the image.
Filtering the image for the frequencies common to the ribs

increased the

identification accuracy to 90.5%. Eight out of 84 images were misidentified. If the
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region is accurately selected the method is 98.8% effective. One patient image had an
exceptionally low-density streak perpendicular to the ribs that was unavoidably detected.
The algorithm achieved the objectives. A quick, simple algorithm that maintained
at least 90% accuracy was successfully implemented. The algorithm processes the 209
images used in testing in 30 seconds.

The equipment used to test the algorithm is a

Pentium processor based PC possessing a speed of 200 MHz, with 64 Mb RAM, using
Windows 95 as the OS and IDL version 5.1 as the programming environment.
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4

EVALUATION OF THE AUTOMATIC ORIENTATION ALGORITHM

The overall percentage of correct image display is 91.9%. The various stages of
identification, which the algorithm performs, were also tested independently of each
other.

The entire set of PA and lateral images were individually processed by the

separation of views, upright, and handedness.

The success rates of each stage are

tabulated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Success rates for individual stages of the algorithm
Stage
Overall Correct
PA vs. Lat
PA Upright
PA Handedness
Lat Upright
Lat Handedness

Successful Cases
192
163(205)
125
116
76
82

Total Percentage
91.9
209
209 78.0 (98.1)
100
125
92.8
125
90.5
84
98.8
83

In the test for PA vs. lateral view identification, the first

number is the

successfully identified profiles in pairs with no secondary checks. The number following
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in the parentheses are the successfully identified views using the a

priori

knowledge that

the profiles come in predetermined pairs (Evanoff & McNeill, 1998).
The test for PA upright consists of determining the slope using linear regression.
The profile is highly linear in nature. It has low values near the neck and high values near
the abdomen. Calculating the slope of the correct profile always determines the top of the
image (Evanoff & McNeill, 1997).
The routine for handedness of the PA view was described in Chapter Three.
Basically, it involves determining the location of the heart with respect to the spine.
There were three categories of failure. The first category was due to illness such as
pneumonia shown in the top left and bottom right of Figure 4.1 and the bottom of Figure
4.2. It would throw off the edge detection of the mediastinum. The second category of
failure is due to the patient being crooked in the radiographic exposure as shown in the
upper left of Figure 4.1. This happened occasionally in the ICU images when the added
difficulty of taking an exposure of a patient resulted in the IP being slightly askew.
Sometimes the angle over-emphasized the heart and assisted correct detection. The third
failure category was due to anatomical differences. In one image the patient had a very
small heart which was almost obscured by the spine shown in the bottom right of Figure
4.1.
Determining upright in the lateral view depends on detecting the direction the ribs
flow from the spine. As detailed in Chapter Three, the detection applies ideas of oriented
flow on a region fixed in the center of the image.

The 90.5% success rate can be

improved by a better choice of the detection region. Seven of the eight cases were easily
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corrected by choosing the region by hand. The remaining case had a low-density vertical
streak that interfered with correct detection of the ribs. Images that failed detection are
shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.
The lateral handedness, which involved detecting the spine, was 98.8% effective.
One case already described in Chapter Three involved severe curvature of the spine
shown in the upper left of Figure 4.4. The detection also failed in the sole case of a
vertical unexposed region on the edge of the film shown in the bottom right of Figure 4.3.
The image is removed from the statistics because it is considered an anomalous exposure.
The spine would be detected correctly if the region did not exist. Detecting the edge of
the patient data would correct this error.
The majority of images had correct pairings of profiles. The PA profiles (1,2) or
(5,2) paired together for a total of 104 out of 125 images. The lateral profiles (3,4) were
identified for 59 images out of the total 84 lateral images. The misidentification of
profile three for profile two and profile four for profile one is responsible for 35 cases of
the mixed pairings (1,3). Fortunately, a simple test for the location of the spine positively
identifies the profile accompanying profile one. The location of the spine for both views
is found by searching the vertical profile for the location of the maximum value. If the
maximum is included within the sixth through ninth positions, then the profile is
determined to be two. If the location of the maximum is outside these places, then it is
profile three. All sixteen PA views were correctly identified and only one of the nineteen
lateral cases was wrongly identified. The serendipitous benefit of profile four mistaken
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for profile one (or five) is that the top of the lateral image is determined without the
additional stage of finding the direction of the ribs.
The remaining cases do not exhibit large commonality. The final 11 cases tend to
fail in individualistic ways. There are a couple of mistakes that help display the image
correctly that should be discussed. Previously mentioned is mistaking profile three for
profile one. Both profiles are derived from averaging densities across the vertical axis of
the patient. The ability to confirm the identity of the accompanying profile with high
accuracy makes the mistake fortuitous. It allows bypassing the identification of upright
for 23% of the images resulting in computational savings.
A second fortuitous circumstance is the combination of requiring the spine to be
on the left side of the display and the heart to be on the right side of the spine. Finding
the edges of the mediastinum region for a misidentified lateral image has a high
probability for the image to be displayed correctly. The left side of the area interpreted as
mediastinum will line the edge of the spine and the right side will be inside the patient
region. It will not border the edge of the heart as intended. Instead it will be a random
"edge" that will be farther from the spine than the left edge of the spine. The decision
places the exaggerated edge on the right side.

Figure 4.1 Examples of posteroantero images that failed.

Figure 4.2 Examples of posteroantero images that failed.

Figure 4.3 Examples of lateral images that failed.
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Figure 4.4 Examples of lateral images that failed.
The correction of the image presentation has been confined to a simple, expedient
action. All the failures only involve a flip about one axis. The PA misidentifications
need a flip about the vertical axis. The lateral corrections involve a flip about the
horizontal axis. In both cases the problem is simply identified. The correction is easily
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administered by the click of a button on the user interface. In contrast, if the correction
necessitated utilizing a rotation to execute the display revision, the additional effort to
recognize if the action is better suited to transposition would certainly make for a
tiresome round.

Flipping the image about an axis is also quicker for software to

accomplish than a rotating process. This is in keeping with the goal of minimizing the
interaction time of the radiologist with the display system and increasing the facility of its
use.

Table 4.2 Comparison of the previous solutions with the current solution.

Neural Network
Memorv for Imaoe
# of Calculations
% Correct

McNitt
No
8 Mbvtes
2 bvte/30.3 M
92.80%

Boone
Current Solution
Yes
No
110 kbvtes
16 kbvtes
2 bvteM M
1 bvte/45 k
91.90%
88.90%

As compared with previous methods the current method is less resource intensive. It
needs only 16 kbytes of memory comparted to 110 kbytes or 8 Mbytes.

There is

substantial improvement in the number of calculations performed in the process. Fewer
computer operations will need less time to accomplish the recognition. The percentage of
correctly identified images is comparable between all three methods, so the current
method suggests definite improvement by demanding fewer resources and using less
time.
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5

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION OF FUTURE WORKS

A large, multi-disciplinary effort has delivered diagnostic quality soft copy
images. Research scientists have produced display systems for diagnostic review of
medical images with the special image processing necessary to present the radiograph to
the physician with no diagnostic information loss. Psychophysicists utilize receiver
operator characteristic (ROC) analysis to ensure human perception of the images on
monitors is consistent with the perception of the images on film (Hanley & McNeil,
1981; Swets & Pickett, 1982; McNeil, Hanley, Funkenstein, & Wallman, 1983; McNeil
& Hanley, 1984; Berbaum, Dorfman, & Franken, 1989; Metz, 1989; McClish, 1990;
Rockette, Obuchowski, Metz, &

Gur, 1990; Hilden, 1991).

Computer hardware

advances provide fast workstations using high-resolution displays at affordable market
prices. The faster systems are capable of processing the high quantity of medical data.
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Evaluation of the processing power of several computer configurations is provided in the
following table (McNeill & Evanoff). The appropriate configuration can be selected
according to the expected requirement of individual hospitals.

Table 5.1 Processing times for cominon medical applications
System Speed
yMpte 166 80
AlTiia266 128
Alphi275 128
P90 48
P90 24
P 10096
P200256
PPro 180112
PMMX200
PPro 200 64
PPro 200 64
P 0266 112

Total Time
14828
9033
9599
18140
15187
15039
9401
9047
7870
8015
7223
6366

All the times are in milliseconds.

a
260
170
181
796
82
248
170
95
310
81
110
110

VhlchTmie
3250
1757
2136
3160
2627
2551
1489
1390
1370
808
771
706

cr
70
41
39
55
50
55
35
12
27
12
12
12

MR
0
2
0
15
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

The o's are the standard deviations for five

experiments. The systems are identified by processor, speed in MHz, and RAM in Mb.
Five different processors were evaluated
1) DEC Alpha,
2) Intel Pentium,
3) Intel Pentium Pro,
4) Intel Pentium with MMX and
5) Intel Pentium U.
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The total time refers to the amount of time to completely process the image. The match
time is the time it takes to complete a portion of the CR processing in which the apparent
densities of the several processed versions of an image are matched.

The availability of soft copy radiographs creates the practical problem of the
method for presenting them to the physician. Convenient, simple means are the first
consideration in solving this problem. Radiologists require the presentation of images to
be as simple as using the alternator described in Chapter One. Commercial vendors now
offer products that provide easy interfaces.
In the course of converting from the conventional radiology department to the
digital radiology department, there is concern about advancing the state of the art.
Displaying the digital images for the physicians in a simple, intuitive manner is extremely
important as is maintaining the current level of diagnostic efficacy, and hopefully,
surpassing it.
The digital department will improve the flow and control of radiological
information. Fewer resources will be used in tracking films. Radiographs will be read by
radiologists in a more timely fashion. Patient care will improve by quicker responses.
Radiographic information now can be available outside the radiology department. In the
past the images were available only within the department. A demonstrable example of
improved patient care is in the University (of Arizona) Medical Center (UMC) intensive
care unit. Patients in extreme distress commonly have feeding tubes inserted into the
esophagus. X rays are taken as a precaution to provide visual verification that the tube
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has been placed correctly. Previously the film/screen radiograph was processed in the
department.

The radiograph was then read by a radiologist.

approximately 45 minutes.

The process took

Now, the digital image data is taken directly from the

Computed Radiography (CR) unit and sent to the various wards over an internal network.
The images are then displayed locally on specially designed workstations. The time from
the exposure being taken to the image being available has been reduced to about five
minutes. In one case, shortly after the systems were first in use, a nurse noticed that a
feeding tube was stabilizing the broken neck of a patient in the ICU. She was able to stop
the removal of the feeding tube and prevent the paralysis of the patient from the neck
down.
The ability to make the tremendous amount of data accessible is critical to the
future of the digital radiology department. Displaying the chest radiographs automatically
is an important portion of the conversion project. Chest exposures are made routinely in
the ICU. In a facility like UMC this amounts to hundreds of images on a daily basis.
Satisfying the goals as stated in Chapter One, requires the system to be fast enough so it
does not affect the user's perception of the system, greater than 90% accuracy, and
simple, so that it is easily implemented in hardware.
One factor in resisting the change to soft copy display of radiographs is the length
of time needed to review a caseload (McMillan, Huang, Bramble, & Siegel, 1989),
(McNeill, 1993). The orientation algorithm can be fashioned in hardware. In this form, it
preferably can be placed directly in the CR unit. It is also possible to realize the hardware
version of the algorithm on a specialized digital signal processing board that is placed in
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the processing workstation. If the orientation algorithm is placed in the CR, when chest
images are first created, they can be oriented before leaving the CR. Hardware engineers
may prefer to place the optional processing board in the workstation. This will leave the
design of the CR easier and cheaper. It will also provide a rapid orientation speed for all
chest images passing through the workstation. The algorithm would process images
originating by digitizing preexisting films.
The software implementation of the algorithm processes the 209 images in 30
seconds, which is 0.14 seconds per image. The processing language was DDL and was
run on a Windows 95 PC with a 200 MHz processor and 64 Mb RAM.
As presented in Chapter Three, the algorithm surpassed the goal for 90%
accuracy. Maintaining an overall accuracy of 91.9% means the reviewing radiologist will
be performing minimal corrections during rounds.

If the accuracy were lower, the

amount of improperly displayed images that must be corrected would become frustrating
to the user. Most of the missed images occur as a mirror image in the case of the AP
image and upside down in the case of the lateral. Both of these are less annoying to
correct to the user than corrections that contain a rotation. The horizontal and vertical
flips are accomplished faster by the workstation than rotations. In addition, it is easier for
the user to fix a mirror or upside down image than it is to implement a correction
involving the rotation of the image.
Although the algorithm is highly accurate, improvements intended to achieve
perfect accuracy may be possible. One improvement could be adaptively tracking the
spine instead of using a global measurement.

An attempt to track the spine was
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unsuccessful in the case of the images from patients in the ICU. Objects such as tubes
were present in the image and were traciced instead of the spine. More reliable tracking
would improve the handedness detection of the PA.
In the lateral view, the detected location of the spine provides the information of
which way the patient is facing. Finding the edge of the patient in the image would be
useful in a couple circumstances. In the first circumstance, occasionally the entire patient
is not in the image and the spine is excluded. Knowing ahead of time that the spine is not
present necessitates a different way to recognize which way the patient is facing. The
second situation involves patients suffering from osteoporosis. The patient is hunched
over and the spine is severely curved. Detecting the spine in the usual, global way by
summing in the vertical direction and searching for a peak is unsuccessful. After locating
the edges of the patient in the image two methods may increase the detection of the spine.
The first method uses a morphing algorithm that straightens the detected edges. After the
edges are straight, creating a profile by summing in the vertical direction and searching
for the spine represented by the peak should be successful. Or secondly, search for the
spine along perpendicular directions to the edges.

5.1

Neural nets
Relaxing the constraint that forbids using neural networks might be another

course that could improve the identification rate. One task for the neural networks would
be to identify the profiles in place of the absolute error metric already used to match
profiles to the templates. It may even be possible for the neural network to identify the
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location of the heart from the profile.

The heart usually flattens one side of the

mediastinum. The profile usually has the appearance of an extended plateau next to a
peak.

5.2

Pediatric Images
The pediatric department also makes digital chest images. The images from the

pediatric department are moderately different from adult chest images. The algorithm's
performance on these images is unknown. The bone in young children is not as dense as
in adults. Anatomical structures appear differently in the pediatric images. Of particular
interest is the spine since the recognition algorithm relies on accurately locating the spine.
The algorithm should be tested on a collection of pediatric images and modified as
necessary.

5.3

Complete Human Anatomy
Expanding the recognition to encompass the entire human body as well as the

various

positions

would

be extremely

beneficial

to

the

X-ray

technologists.

Automatically recognizing the radiograph would reduce their responsibilities.
profiles would still provide a simple way to narrow down anatomy.

The

New templates

would be created for each corporeal region and corresponding view. As the anatomical
structures are identified or narrowed down, the body part can by classified by utilizing
mles from a knowledge base of the human body (Ishida, 1993).
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APPENDIX A

The immediate discussion is intended to serve as an introduction to the method of
producing a chest radiograph.

The whole imaging system will be explained. The

individual parts consisting of the production of X rays, guiding the X rays to the region of
interest, and the image formation process including recording the latent image and
constructing a radiograph will be covered.
X rays have been an important part of science since their discovery. They are
used in a wide range of applications from analyzing crystal structures in solid state
physics, detecting points of fatigue in materials science, and for non-invasive
investigation of the human body.

A.l

Image Creation
It is important to realize that X rays are part of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Only a small region of the electromagnetic spectrum is suitable for imaging the body.
Figure A.l shows the transmission as a function of wavelength through the body. The
short and very long wavelengths exhibit the necessary penetration. The resolution of the
long wavelengths is useless for imaging objects on the order of size of the human body.
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To provide useful diagnostic information the wavelengths should be shorter than 1 mm.
The body begins to become transparent at extremely short wavelengths.

If the

attenuation diminishes excessively, detection cannot be accomplished with sufficient
accuracy.

The uniformly exposed radiograph provides little or no contrast to the

radiologist. The middle range contains too much attenuation from scatter and absorption
(Macovski, 1983).

Transmission vs. Wavelength of Electromagnetic
Spectrum
1
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Figure A.l The transmission versus wavelength of the electromagnetic spectrum
through the human body.

The short wavelengths from O.I to 100 A have amazing qualities that are used to
probe small features of objects. They were instrumental in developing the wave-particle
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duality conundrum that has suffused Quantum Mechanics since the turn of the century.
Max Planck first struggled with the idea in resolving black body radiation and the
ultraviolet catastrophe. By assuming the radiation escaping the black box had quantized
energy levels he was able to predict experimental data (Eisberg, 1961). Einstein carried
the ideas further when he introduced his Nobel Prize winning explanation of the
photoelectric effect (Halliday & Resnick, 1978).

The Typical Radiographic System
The major factors that contribute to radiographic imaging are (in order from the
source to the detector - see Figure A.2):
1) X-ray generation
2) beam control
3) atomic interaction
4) grids, and
5) sensor choice: photographic vs. imaging plate or CR (Tortorici, 1992).
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X ray source

Interactions with matter

Beam controj
Grid
X-ray detector|

Figure A.2 The X ray Imaging System

A.2

The X ray tube
The quality of the radiograph starts with the X-ray generator. The element central

to creating the X rays is the X-ray tube. The tube, depicted in Figure A.3, consists of
electrodes, cathode and moving target anode, all encased in a vacuum.
The cathode is a negatively charged filament and focusing cup. The filament is a
small coil of wire composed of tungsten. The filament current generates exceedingly
high temperatures. Tungsten is used because of its high melting point at 3410° C and its
boiling point at 5660° C. It is resistive to evaporation. Both factors are a concern to the
lifetime of the Filament as achieving temperatures near 3000° C are common (Lide,
1994).

Availability of free electrons leads to considering elements of high atomic
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number. The electrons in the outer shells of larger atoms possess lower binding energy
than those of smaller atoms. The lower binding energy makes them easy to remove from
the atomic system (White, 1934). The length of the filament is typically 8 to 15 mm long
and the width is 1.5 to 2.0 mm. To accommodate different requirements of exposure, two
filaments of different sizes are placed into the tubes.

A smaller filament meant for

sharper imaging and a larger filament intended for higher exposure doses. The higher
exposure dose needs more X-ray energy and more heat is generated with less time to
dissipate when the filament provides the additional energy. The smaller filament has less
heat capacity and is less tolerant to the increased amount of heat generated (Tortorici,
1992), (Johns & Cunningham, 1981).

High Voltage
Rotor
Anode

Glass
Envelope

Stator

Focusing
Cup

Filament
Cooling oir|

Figure A.3 The details of the X ray tube
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A current of three to five amperes passes through the filament. This produces
electrons via a process called thermionic emission (Hamwell & Livingood, 1933)
(Tortorici, 1992). Heat, due to the electrical resistance of the filament, as predicted by
Ohm's law (Halliday & Resnick, 1978), releases loosely bound outer electrons. The
released electrons form a cloud around the cathode called a space charge as shown in
Figure A.4. As electrons leave, the filament accumulates a positive charge. This attracts
the electrons back to the filament forming a state of equilibrium. Next, high voltage for
chest radiography in the range of 90-125 kV is applied from the anode to the cathode.
The potential difference creates a strong electric field between the cathode and the anode.
The electric field exerts a force on the electrons in the space charge and accelerates them.
The focusing cup surrounds the filament and guides the electrons to the anode where they
are concentrated to form a spot focus as shown Figure A.4. The electron optics results in
two distinct areas of the anode bombarded by electrons. Other source configurations are
possible. Additional focusing fields produces a single source spot. Microfocus tubes use
electron guns to produce focus spots of 50 to 200

The X rays are created by the

interaction of accelerated electrons smashing into the target anode. Two mechanisms
produce X rays at the anode.
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Figure A.4 Close up diagram showing the details of the high voltage affecting the
filament.

The strong electric field of force accelerates the electron cloud

surrounding the fllament to the anode.

The first mechanism is called

bremsstrahlung,

which is translated from German

meaning braking radiation. The electric Coulomb force between the positive charge of
the nucleus of the target atoms and the negative charge of the electrons deflects and
decelerates the electrons. As the electron slows down, the kinetic energy of the electron
is converted into electromagnetic radiation. The distance of interaction is called the
impact parameter. The level of radiative energy depends on the impact parameter of each
interaction, the incident electron's energy, and the charge of the nucleus. This gives rise
to radiation with a spectrum of continuous frequencies. The radiation can happen at any
energy limited by the initial kinetic energy of the electron. The rate
2 (ze)-a'
1

R

of radiation is

Equation A.l
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where c is the speed of light, e is the electronic charge, a is the acceleration of the
electron and the charge of the nucleus is z, see Figure A.5. For a particle undergoing the
electric force, a can be calculated as

^

^

Equation A.2

mAnEQr'

where q; is the charge of particle one, qz is the charge of particle two, £b is the
permitivity of free space, m is the mass of the accelerating particle, and r is the distance
between the nucleus and electron. Substituting the acceleration into Equation A.1 shows
the rate is
„

2,
3

e\eZy-

R = — ( z e )

iATte^r')' m'

^
,
Equation A.3

Note that R is inversely proportional to m~. This means that radiation from charge
particle acceleration is more important for lighter objects. Since

R

is proportional to Z^,

heavier atoms with high atomic numbers will be more effective in producing X rays
(Richtmyer & Kennard, 1942).
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Figure A.5

Illustration of the electron trajectory during bremsstrahlung.

Electromagnetic radiation is emitted when electron orbit is modifled by the electric
Held near the nucleus.

The second mechanism generates what is known as characteristic radiation. It
starts with the colliding electron scattering off the electron cloud surrounding the target
atom instead of interacting with the nucleus.

This typically removes an inner shell

electron of the atom. The electrons in the inner shells are more tightly bound than outer
electrons. The looser held electrons in the outer shells have a chance to adjust their orbits
and allow the colliding electron to pass through, similarly to a cat charging a scurrying
flock of doves. The inner shell electrons are displaced at a higher rate. The tightly held
inner shell electrons have more chance for interaction with the scattering electron. The
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collision leaves a hole or empty orbital behind in the electron cloud. The orbit of an
electron with energy higher than the empty orbital will become unstable. As dictated by
the laws of Quantum Mechanics, this electron will undergo a transition from the higher
energy orbit to the lower energy orbit. A photon will be emitted with energy equal to the
difference between the transitional states.

Every time an electron transition occurs

between these two states, a photon with this energy will be generated. There are a finite
number of such transition energies that occur within the x-ray region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Since these energies occur in quantum levels they reinforce
the spectrum at those specific levels. When spectral analysis is performed the spectrum
has the continuous nature of bremsstrahlung radiation in addition to the spikes at specific
energies due to characteristic radiation.
configuration of

Tungsten has a ground state electron

Is"2s"2p'^3s"3p®3p'°4s"4p^4d'°4f''*5s"5p'^5d**6s" (Finkelnburg, 1964)

(Johns & Cunningham, 1981). The characteristic radiation is clinically important when
the transitions involve the first shell called the K-shell. Radiation from other transitions
does not contain enough energy to be diagnostically useful. Some of the lower energy
radiation can cause skin bums.

The glass of the X-ray tube or additional filtering

material usually removes the harmful radiation.
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Figure A.6 A high energy electron collides with an inner shell electron. The inner
shell electron is removed from the atom. An electron in an outer shell will jump to
the orbit vacated by the inner electron. The transition occurs between fixed orbits
hence fixed energies gives rise to photons with quantized energy.

Complicated chains of events occur when the electrons collide with the target.
Some of the possibilities with a single electron include yielding varying amount of its
kinetic energy. Several interactions are possible and highly likely for a single electron.
Each interaction involves converting or loosing a varying amount of kinetic energy.
Brehmsstralung

and characteristic radiation have already been discussed.

When the

electrons collide with a thin target, a definite/uniform amount of energy will be converted
from kinetic energy to X-ray energy. Not all the electrons will interact with the target.
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An extremely thin target will have no interaction since high-energy electrons can simply
pass through the target. As the target becomes thicker the quantity of interactions will
increase.

Increased interactions will increase the value of energies converted.

The

relative energy intensity varies linearly with thickness. The energy ranges from zero to
the highest kinetic energy obtained by the accelerated electrons.

Figure A.7 illustrates

the linear relationship between the thickness and energy intensity. The dotted curve
shows the measured X-ray spectrum from the generator. The attenuation is from the
glass envelope surrounding the tube. Characteristic radiation produces the spikes in the
spectrum (see Figure A.7).

Not all of the energy of the electrons that actually interact

will be converted completely into X-ray energy. Only five percent of the total electron
beam energy is converted to X rays. The rest results in heat in the anode and other non
diagnostic electromagnetic energy. Eighty five percent of the X-ray energy is released as
bremsstrahlung.

The remaining fifteen

Cunningham, 1981).

percent is characteristic radiation (Johns &
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Intensity vs. Photon Energy
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Figure A.7 The spectrum emitted from an X-ray tube. The continuous, linear
portion is due to bremsstrahlung radiation. The dotted line represents the measured
spectrum due to attenuation from the glass constructing the X-ray tube.
Characteristic radiation creates the peaks in the spectrum.

The electrons constantly bombarding in one region of the target is detrimental to
the longevity of the target and x-ray tube. Sputtering occurs when the electrons are
allowed to continually collide in one location. The target material is etched out and
deposited on the surfaces inside the X-ray tube. Two techniques are employed that
spread the electrons over a larger area to help alleviate heat damaging the target.
The first method is to form the target as a spinning disk. Then bombard the target
in a circular pattern on the disc as it rotates, thus depositing its energy over a greater
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surface area. Spreading the collision area over more of the target lowers the build-up of
excess heat. Typically the target spins in the range of 3000 - 10,000 revolutions per
minute (rpm) (Tortorici, 1992).
The second technique uses a disc with a beveled target. The electron beam
impacts the target at an angle. The angle provides a larger receptive surface area for the
colliding electrons. The end result is similar to spinning the target. Again it allows the
beam to be received by more surface area (Johns & Cunningham, 1981).
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Figure A.8 The left side shows how the beveled target provides greater surface area
to alleviate the heat that is building up in the target. The right side shows the
spinning target solution.

The target is often embedded in copper. The high heat conductivity of copper
allows heat to flow away from the target. In therapeutic applications long exposure of
high energy X rays are used for treatments. Large amounts of heat are generated and an
oil-cooling jacket surrounds the copper.
Beam restrictors and apertures guide the emitted X rays to the patient. They
block stray X rays, which also limits excess radiation from reaching the patient. Areas of
the patient that are not required for the exam are protected by shadows.
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When the X rays reach the matter being irradiated (including patients) seven
interactions can take place (Krane, 1983)

(Hendee, 1979) (Hecht & Zajac, 1979)

(Jenkins & White, 1976) (Johns & Cunningham, 1981):
photoelectric effect
Compton effect
Thomson scattering
Rayleigh scattering
Raman scattering
pair production
photodisintegration.
The photoelectric effect and Compton effect are the most important for diagnostic
imaging (Johns & Cunningham, 1981). Rayleigh, Thomson, and Raman scattering have
a minimal effect in the X-ray energy range (Jenkins & White, 1950). Pair production and
photodisintegration do not occur in the diagnostic energy range (Johns & Cunningham,
1981).
The photoelectric effect identifies the special case of electromagnetic radiation
releasing electricity from atoms. Heinrich Hertz discovered that an electrical discharge in
a vacuum could be initiated by the presence of light.

His experiment to detect

electromagnetic waves involved carefully exposing electrodes and alternatively the gap
between them with different wavelengths of light. The experimental apparatus is shown
in Figure A.9. He determined ultra violet light illuminating the electrodes was assisting
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the discharge. Electrical breakdown happened with less voltage (Richtmyer & Kennard,
1942).

Photoelectric Effect

Anode

Cathode

<S>

Light
/I
V

Figure A.9 Diagram of Hertz's experimental apparatus.

Following Hertz's experiments, Hallwach was able to show negative charges are
emitted from the cathode. Stoletow made a circuit of continuous current based on the
charge emitted from light (Richtmyer & Kennard, 1942).

Numbered below is the

summary of the observations that define the photoelectric effect.
the emission current depends on the intensity of the illuminating light
Emission does not happen if the wavelength is above a certain value called the
cutoff wavelength Xc and corresponding frequency Vc.
independent if the wavelength is below Xc.

The rate of emission is
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The value of Xc depends on the material illuminated and is independent of
intensity.
The kinetic energy of the released current is proportional to frequency.
Current begins flowing immediately with illumination (within 10 -9 s).
Findings about the phenomenon still did not reveal the mechanism causing the
electricity to flow. One very important reason is that the electron had not yet been
discovered. J.J. Thomson did not demonstrate the existence of the electron until 1897
(Richtmyer & Kennard, 1942). The finding of the electron paved the way for Einstein's
explanation. He took Planck's solution to black body radiation one step further. Instead
of assuming the radiation had a quanta of energy due to the atoms in the cavity, he
proposed the quanta of energy was an intrinsic property of the radiation. The energy was
absorbed in discrete packets, not in a continuous stream of waves. The packets are
known as photons and have energy E given by Equation A.4.
E = hv

Equation A.4,

where h is Planck's constant and vis the frequency of the photon.
The properties listed above can be explained by the definition of the photon. For
emission to occur, the incident photon must collide with an electron. The electron is
bound to an atom, (in the early experiments the test material was an alkali metal such as
sodium). A certain amount of energy is required to free the electron, this is known as the
work function, W. If a photon has less energy than the work function the electron would
not be freed. When the photon has more energy than the work function the extra energy
yields a higher kinetic energy, K.E., in the electron.
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Equation A.5

K.E = hv-W.

with K.E. set to zero. Equation 2.5 can be solved for the cutoff wavelength.

Equation A.6.

W = hv^

The relationship between v and A is:

Equation A.7.

A =c/v .

The photoelectric current increases with intensity because there is one electron for
each absorbed photon.

The time of the photon-electron collision is very short and

satisfies the time for the current to flow. The quantum explanation provides agreement
with the experiments (Krane, 1983).
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Target Atom

The interaction intrinsic to the photoelectric effect.

The incident

photon frees an electron losing energy in the process.

The wave theory used earlier incorrectly predicts a gradual accumulation of
energy over time contradicting the immediate release of electrons.

Any wavelength

could then be used for releasing electrons. A lower frequency wave has less power and
will just take longer to free electrons.

Higher intensity or higher frequency would

correspond to faster electron emission. Many electrons could be affected by a single
wave.
The Compton effect occurs when photons scatter from loosely bound electrons.
Energy from the photons is absorbed and these electrons are released from the atom.
Figure A.11 shows the scattering process for a bombarding photon interacting with an
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inner shell electron causing the emission of a characteristic X ray and a scattered
electron.

The remnant of the incident energy is re-emitted as a scattered photon.

Erroneously the wave theory predicts the wrong frequency for the scattered
electromagnetic radiation and the scattering to occur for the duration of a second. The
scattering actually occurs in a time frame on the order of 10"^ s. The Compton effect
provides the particle theory with experimental verification (Richtmyer & Kennard, 1942).
The incoming photon has energy
E = hv

Equation A.8

and linear momentum p calculated to be
p=E/c.

Equation A.9

For the energies involved, the electron can be assumed to be at rest with energy
nieC'. where m, is the mass of the electron and c is the speed of light. After the interaction

the photon has energy E' and momentum p', and moves at an angle 0 with respect to the
original trajectory. Figure A. 11 illustrates the trajectory. The electron has final energy
Eg, momentum pe and moves at an angle cp with the incident photon. The laws of
conservation of energy and of momentum applied before and after the collision yield:

=E + m^= E'+E^ = Ef,^
P.N,,AI =PFIN^

Equation A. 10
Equation A.l 1

momentum in the x direction:
p=

cos(p + p'cosd .

momentum in the y direction:

Equation A.12
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0- p^s\x\(p-

/7'sin0.

Equation A. 13

Using
I- E,
=c 2 p, 2 +m, 2c 4

Equation A. 14

in the above equations, the Compton formula is found to be:
1

1

I

£"

E

— COS0)'

Equation A. 15

or equivalent!y

Equation A.16
These two forms of the results show the change in energy or wavelength of the
photon as a function of scattering angle. When 0 is zero there is no scattering leaving the
energy (or wavelength) unchanged after the collision. When the angle is small it creates
noise and degrades the image. The quantities on the right sides of Equations A.15 and
A. 16 are never negative indicating the energy of the photon after the collision is always
less than before the collision.

The second form of the equation shows that the

wavelength after the collision is always greater then before the collision. These two
conditions agree with the assumptions and support the particle theory of electromagnetic
radiation (Krane, 1983).
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Figure A.11 The Compton Effect

Rayleigh and Thomson scattering are different cases of the same phenomenon.
Basic electromagnetic theory asserts that an accelerated charge produces radiation. In the
special case of an applied external field a dipole radiation pattern is observed. If the
external field is electromagnetic radiation impinging upon the atom, the dipole re-radiates
the incident radiation. The rate of energy radiation is calculated from the magnitude of
the Poynting vector, symbolized as s. In the case of dipole radiation the magnitude s is:

S=

f
TOr^
cM '(O*
—rrCOS" (ot-2 — s i n ' d .
ATCC r'
1

Frank, 1933)
The time average is:

Equation A.17 (Slater &
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M'O)* sin'0

w=

Equation A.18 (Slater &

%Jtc^r-

Frank, 1933)
The dipole has an equation of motion

Equation A.19

m(,r + (o'x)= eE .

Using a harmonic electric field strength, E = e"^, the dipole moment, ex, is found
to be
—

e E^e

ex =

/I

Equation A.20

ml

Emission, R, by a single dipole is:

R=

CD

e-Ee""

3c'

^

Equation A.21

m(cOo' -co')

and by JV independent scattering dipoles the emission R/v is :
871/Ve-*
- -

3c

4

m

2

I

f

n2

r

0)

\

Equation A.22

-1

\

Equation 2.22 leads to three cases, Rayleigh scattering, Thomson scattering, and
resonant scattering (Slater & Frank, 1933).
Rayleigh scattering occurs when (o is small compared to WQ. The first term in the
difference, (coo /co)" is dominant and the constant one is negligible.
approximated by
SnNe^O)*
« 4 2, ,4
3c m (On

Equation A.23

R/v can be
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Longer wavelengths scatter less than shorter wavelengths.

Blue sky is an

example of Rayleigh scattering. The air molecules of the earth's atmosphere scatter blue
light from the sun more than the sun's red light. When an observer looks up and sees
blue sky, the blue light is scattered into the observer's eyes. In the vicinity of the sun the
sky has a yellowish appearance. The blue light is scattered from the beam from the sun
leaving behind a yellow region. The red sky at sunset has more blue light removed.
Thomson scattering transpires the limiting case when coo is much smaller than to.
Equation 2.22 can be re-written as
%JtNe*

/?v =—-—r3c m'

Equation A.24

This case corresponds to the scattering by X rays. There is no dependence on
wavelength.
The third possibility happens when (OQ is nearly equal to (O. It is known as
resonant scattering. When the denominator becomes small the scattering becomes very
large. Resonant scattering is an awe-inspiring example of electromagnetic phenomenon.
It can be demonstrated by filling a transparent container with sodium vapor. Sodium
possesses a resonant frequency in the visible spectrum. Illuminating the container with
light containing the natural frequency will have the effect of making the container appear
luminous (Slater & Frank, 1933).
Heisenberg and Kramers predicted the Raman effect in 1925. They showed that
according to classical electromagnetics if the scattering electrons in atoms or molecules
are in motion the scattered light should contain frequencies other than the original. When
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monochromatic light illuminates a transparent substance the scattered light contains other
frequencies in addition to the original frequency. The extra frequencies can be calculated
as
W -W

v'= V + —

E

q

u

a

t

i

o

nA . 2 5

where v' is an extra frequency, v is the frequency of the illuminating light, W^i is
the state before the light scatters, and W2 is the state after the light scatters.
The last two effects occur outside the range of diagnostic X-ray energies. One of
the effects is pair production, which happens when a high-energy photon looses its
energy and creates a positron and electron. The other effect is photodisintegration. The
photon has enough energy to liberate particles from the nucleus.
The photoelectric effect and Compton scattering are the most important
absorption mechanisms for radiographic imaging. Complicated series of interactions
occur as the photons pass through human tissues. It starts when a photon collides with an
electron. The electron will absorb some or all of the energy of the photon. The highenergy electron released from the photoelectric effect or Compton scattering will create a
disruptive track. The electron will leave in its track broken molecular bonds, heat,
ionized particles, and excited atoms. It will most likely excite other electrons along its
path. The other excited particles can also initiate similar chain reactions. The possibility
exists for many electrons to be disrupted from orbit, outer electrons to transition to lower
orbits

releasing

more

photons

capable

of

interacting

with

more

electrons.
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Approximately 30 interactions will occur before the initial photon's energy is converted
to kinetic energy of electrons (Johns & Cunningham, 1981).
The attenuation of the primary X-ray beam is proportional to the electron density
of the matter traversed by the X rays and the distance the beam travels through matter.
The change in the number of photons,

AN,

as the beam traverses matter is

Equation A.26

= -fiNAx,

where ^ is the linear attenuation coefficient,
and

Ax

N

is the initial number of photons,

is the thickness of material. The quantity on the right hand side is negative

because photons are removed from the beam. Letting Ax go to zero will result in a first
order differential equation that is solved for N as follows.
N

=

.

Equation A.27

In Equation 2.27 No is the number of photons entering the region of interest.
Using Equation 2.27, the radiation intensity Id arriving at the detector after traversing
complicated attenuating matter is given by

Equation A.28
The integration is carried out along the photon trajectory through the target to the
sensor.
Imaging systems involve a source, scene, and image plane.

In the case of

projection imaging the source is approximately an X-ray point source, the scene is the
part of the body of interest, and the image is formed in the image plane. The image of the
irradiated object is formed on a device sensitive to X rays. The sensor measures the
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amount of attenuation achieved by the different tissues in the body. Distinguishing the
different levels of attenuation allows the physician to make interpretations about the
internal structures of the patient. Geometric factors of the imaging system that affect the
image quality are distortion, sharpness, resolution, and magnification (Macovski, 1983).
The source from the X-ray tube closely approximates a point source. It emits a
diverging set of rays. If the point source radiates with constant intensity IQ isotropically,
the intensity / at a location a distance rj away can be calculated as follows.
I

=
/ .

\y

( l + :7r r

Equation A.29

^^ .
And'

d~

The magnification, Af, is the ratio of image size

{IS)

divided by the object size

(05). The image magnification depends on the source to object plane and source to
image plane distances. The relationship may be derived from geometrical properties of
similar triangles, ASAB-ASCD, see Figure A. 12. The magnification can be written in
terms of source to image distance

{SID)

and source to object distance

Equation 2.30.

M=

IS
OS

=

SID
SOD

„

.

i

Equation A.30
^

{SOD),

see
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Figure A.12 Symbolic diagram showing the relationships and deflnitions of the
imaging distances.

The dependence of the magnification on the distance along the imaging axis
direction creates a distortion of the object. The distortion is illustrated in Figure A. 13.
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Figure A.13

The distortion from magniflcation of a three dimensional object

projected onto a flat plane.

The X-ray source is actually an extended source and not a point source. Edges
will not be as sharp as a perfect point source because of penumbra, which causes further
image degradation. The sharpness of edges is severely reduced.

An example of the

effect an extended source has on imaging is shown in Figure A. 12 and Figure A.13. By
adjusting the SID, SOD and object to image distance (ODD), the effects from the extended
source can be minimized. Long SID makes the spot size of the source become negligible.
Short OID minimizes the distortion from non-uniform magnification. The pronounced
distortion on the cathode side of the image is a consideration when positioning the
patient. The region of interest can be positioned to the anode. The sharpness can be
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measured by imaging an edge and measuring the film density across the edge with a
densitometer. Graphs that plot density vs. distance can assist quality control (Tortorici,
1992).
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Figure A. 14 Close-up of the penumbra and umbra generated from the focal spot

A.3 Grids
In 1913, Gustave Bucky introduced a device called a grid to counteract the
detrimental effects of scattering.

Grids increase the image quality by blocking the

radiation scattered by the interaction means discussed above. The scattered X rays
contain no diagnostic value and only serve to reduce the contrast by fogging the film.
The fog degrades the image by lowering contrast and diminishing image clarity.
Removing the scattered radiation generates truer densities on the radiograph.
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Grids are constructed by placing thin lead strips, typically .05 mm thick, that
accept the direct line of sight rays from the X-ray tube as shown in Figure A.15. They
work very similarly to household shutters. Rays that are not within the line of sight of the
tube have been scattered by the matter in the body. Since the interaction has diverted the
ray from the original path it represents a measurement of the density of the object. The
diverted, scattered ray needs to be blocked from the sensor to maintain accuracy of the
radiograph. The fogging of the film from scattered radiation is a mis-measurement of the
object and must be minimized.

Source

Primary Beam

Scattered Radiation

Absorbed by
Grid
Remnant
Radiation

n1w
i

Sensor

Figure A.15 The scattered radiation that causes low contrast by fogging film is
absorbed by the grid.
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Figure A.16 The spacing of grids is demonstrated on the left. The focused grid on
the right has lines of convergence that meet at the source.

Grids are available in three styles, parallel, focused and crossed-hatched. The
parallel grids consist of parallel lead strips as shown in Figure A.16. They are most
effective at large distances from the source. The X rays are diverging from a point
source. When the source is far away from the sensor the rays are approximately parallel
to the axis of the system. This allows them to slip straight through the strips. The grid
will absorb rays that are off axis due to scattering. Unwanted absorption will occur at the
edges of the radiograph when the source to image distance is too small. Grid cutoff is the
distance off the central axis in the image plane that the primary X-ray beam is blocked by
the lead strips in the grid.
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The fcxrused grid is designed for a specific distance from the source to grid-sensor
combination. The lead strips in the focused grids are angled. If extended far enough the
strips contain a common point of convergence known as the focal length. This assists the
acceptance of the primary beam that is diverging from the point source in the generator.
The X-ray source should be placed at the point of convergence.
Crosshatched grids are two cascaded grid systems that are oriented perpendicular
to each other. Usually both grids are of the same type, i.e. two focused or two parallel
grids. They have the advantage over parallel grids of reducing scatter in all directions
simultaneously. Grids that have been damaged and unusable as a parallel grid have the
chance to be usable in a crosshatched configuration. The perpendicular arrangement can
often compensate for minor grid damage. They also provide a way to increase focal
distance yielding extra flexibility in p>erforming difficult examinations.

The main

drawback is they are very sensitive to X-ray tube angulation. Any tube angle will cause
grid cutoff. The primary beam must be carefully centered and perpendicular to the face
of the grids.
Grid characteristics are quantified by lead content, grid ratio, grid efficiency, grid
frequency, selectivity, and focal length for focused grids. The grid lead content is the
surface density of the lead in the grid. Usually it is specified in mg per cm". Higher lead
content increases the ability to absorb scattered radiation.
The ratio of the height of the strips to the separation distance between strips is the
grid ratio. The ratio is always expressed normalized to the separation distance. Common
range of ratios is between 8:1 and 12:1. The lower range of grid ratios is used for lower
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energy exposures below 90 keV. The higher grid ratios are better for energies higher
than 90 keV. In general, higher ratios are more effective at absorbing scatter radiation.
Table A.I lists some grid ratios and percent of the scatter removed. Rapid increases in
ratio ceases to significantly increase removal percentage. But increases in ratio

Table A.l Grid ratios and the corresponding percentage of the scatter removed
Grid ratio
No grid
5:1
8:1
12:1
16:1

Scatter Removed
None
82.00%
90.00%
95.50%
96.00%

significantly raise the exposure of the patient.

Consideration of the need for

higher ratios for better image quality must be balanced with the possibility of potentially
harming the patient. In the case of the parallel grid, grid cutoff is determined from the
grid ratio. Grid cutoff is the distance off the central axis in the image plane that the
primary X-ray beam is blocked by the lead strips in the grid.

The maximum width of

field, w, is limited by the cutoff. The width is calculated from Equation A.31.
b
f
w=f —=—
h
r

.

Equation A31

For example, using typical values in Equation 2.31 for/=100 cm, and a grid ratio
of 12:1 yields 8.5 cm for w. In practical use, there is vignetting as the cut off point is
reached. The actual diagnostic region of interest would be less than the 17 cm total
width. In the case of focused grids, the higher grid ratios allow less latitude in the
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positioning of the source and the grid. Both the distance to the source and the position on
the optical axis are more restricted with higher grid ratios.
Grid efficiency is the measure of the percentage of scattered radiation that is
attenuated and prevented from reaching the sensor. Sharper radiographs result from
highly efficient grids. The efficiency for crosshatched grids is equivalent to a grid with
the total grid ratio of both grids.

For example, two grids with 8:1 ratios have the

efficiency of a single grid with ratio 16:1.
Grid frequency is the number of lead strips per cm. Typical grid frequencies are
between 20 to 40 lines per cm. Placing lead between the sensor and the source reduces
the amount of radiation transmitted to the sensor. Thinner strips with higher frequency
are better for not disturbing the primary X-ray beam, but they are less efficient with
attenuating the scattered radiation (Tortorici, 1992).
A radiolucent material separates the lead strips.

Plastic and aluminum are

commonly used materials. Aluminum has the benefit of being nonhygroscopic, easy to
manufacture, and the higher atomic number adds filtering

which absorbs radiation

scattered by the lead. Unfortunately, the higher atomic number increases the requisite
radiation for the exposure. Decreasing the efficiency at the sensor demands more initial
radiation from the X-ray source additionally exposing the patient to a higher dose of
radiation (Hendee, 1979).
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